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Preface
eSports has become an important part of all our lives, and if you
are holding this book in your hand, you have the same dedication
to this sport as we have. We always had the idea of publishing
stories about eSports; that was the reason why we both spent time
working as journalists in this field.
However some things need time and so after over ten years participating in video games, LANs and other eSport events, there was
a chance to publish such an incredible book. A book with interesting stories from even more interesting people, with pictures
showing the great emotions in eSport.
We hope you like this book, and hope we gave eSports a face.
Thank you,
Julia Christophers and Tobias Scholz
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eSport - A New Word
by Jean-Christophe Arnaud

The eSport term (build around the words “sport“ and
“electronic“ – electronic sport –) first appeared when it
was time to give a name to the practice of Video Games
in a competitive way.
eSport is an activity daily practiced by million gamers
around the globe. Real Sport discipline for some, hobby for some others, debate is hard. Can we consider
the video game activity as a sports activity, like soccer, dance or horse riding ? Or eSport is more close to
Chess, Billiard or Archery ?
In eSport, there are habits among the Champions and
the best international teams. The first is Training, that
high level players are practicing daily, regularly and
very seriously. You need also reflexes and cold-blood,
in order to quickly react to any given situation. But of
course, without intelligence, reflexes are nothing. You
have to be able to anticipate the tactics and strategies
of your opponents in order to give the proper answer.
For some disciplines, you also have to learn teamwork,
to elaborate strategies and tactics…

Last but not least, you need passion, because without
passion, no activity can pretend to be a Sport. It is passion that allows you to surpass yourself, to come back
to the score when everything seems lost, and that pleases you when you launch your favorite game or when
you watch the highlights of the eSport scene.
Passion, training, reflex, intelligence and teamwork…
if it’s not sport, it really has its taste !
But who has never heard on radio, seen on TV or read
in a newspaper that video games do harm? There is a
well known cliché : a gamer, male, young, anti-social, confined in his room night and day, playing on his
computer and creating himself a world that will slightly cut him off from reality. Verdict of such documentaries is often irrevocable; Video games are leading to
desocialisation. Even suicide or murder, if they want
more audience.
Often, in conversations, our interlocutors are giving us
as an example for those poor youths, who are friendless and have difficulties at school in order to edict a
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general conclusion about video games and eSport. It is
a classical mistake and its mainly the fault of the medias with its quest of sensationalism, usually unaware of
what our passion is and how it is being practiced.
When someone gives me these arguments, I always
give these two facts as an example:
« A man who voluntarily took the Highways in the
wrong direction to provoke a deadly accident »
« Michael Schumacher, who has been a World Champion seven times during his career »
These two examples are both important. Common
point is that these two persons were driving a vehicle.

But in the first example, the story is about a true moron, and the second is about a great champion. In fact,
you will agree that these two examples have finally
nothing in common. It is the same thing for eSport.
You cannot compare the previous young, anti-social
boy to an authentic international
eSport champion like Johnathan « Fatal1ty » Wendel.
You will see, people will understand. And if they don’t
want to get it, put a mouse in their hands and play
against them for a while… scoring 15 to nothing is always good time!

„Passion, training,
reflex, intelligence
and teamwork…
if it‘s not sport,
it really has it‘s taste!“

Jean-Christophe Arnaud
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Why Coaches Would
Improve eSports
by Frank Fields

Fans and players alike will often tell us journalists both
individually and collectively that we have no idea what
we’re talking about. One of the most popular ways to
go about criticizing our profession is to say something
to the effect of: “You couldn’t even get close to beating
them. STFU.” You’re right. Many journalists would never get close to defeating top professionals in any eSports game. While I agree that in order to understand
a subject matter you have to have partaken in it, it is
not necessary to have been one of the all time greats to
have knowledge in the field or to accurately critique its
players. My ability to beat them in the game does not
bear any effect on my ability to properly critique their
play.
Mike Krzyzewski, also known as ‘Coach K’ is known as
one of the greatest Basketball Coaches in all of history
at any level, and many call him the best sports coach
of all time. He has taken Duke Basketball to postseason play in 25 of his 28 years coaching the team and
is the winningest active coach in NCAA Tournament

play with a 70-21 record (76.9%). He has won 11 ACC
Championships, been to 10 Final Fours, and won 3
NCAA Tournament National Championships. He recently lead USA Basketball to an Olympic Gold medal
in which the team won every game (8-0) and no game
finished within 10 points. Mike Krzyzewski never won
any individual or team award as a player. He never
played a single game in the NBA or international competition.
Wayne Gretzky, ‘The Great One’, is known to many as
the greatest Hockey player to ever live. He won 4 Stanley Cup championships and 9 MVPs. He is still the only
player to score 200 points in one season, he accomplished this 4 times, including 13 seasons of 100 points or
more. He had the waiting period for the Hockey Hall of
Fame waved and was inducted immediately following
his retirement. He is known as a disaster as a coach,
with an overall record 143-161, never making the playoffs.
It is traditional in professional sports that the greatest
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players do not make the greatest coaches. I may not be
able to beat Xiaofeng ‘Sky’ Li in Human mirror, but I
can tell him when he made a mistake by forgetting to
scout against Yaws which cost him the opening match
in World Cyber Games 2009. I can tell him that expanding against an aggressive Human mirror player
at early Tier 2 is extremely risky and a risk he doesn’t
need to take when he has both superior micro and macro.
Just as coaches in sports do not need physical ability to
manage players, I do not need superior micro to coach
a player or team. Like a professional sports coach all I
need is my intellect and skills of observation, management and motivation. Many people would ask, “Why
would a pro like Sky ever listen to a ‘nobody’ like you?”
Perhaps I should give you another history lesson.
Doug Collins is and was beloved in Chicago and was
the head coach of the Chicago Bulls in the late 1980s.
Who was Doug Collins star player? Michael Jordan. By
this time Michael Jordan was already a premier player
in the NBA, but under Doug Collins, the Chicago Bulls
failed to win an NBA championship. At this time, Jordan and the Bulls were overshadowed by Larry Bird’s
Celtics, Isiah Thomas’s Pistons and Magic Johnson’s
Lakers by virtue of the championships and individual
awards each of them won.
Doug Collins was replaced by Phil Jackson, who was
his assistant coach at the time. Doug Collins was an accomplished NBA professional and a good player, while
Phil Jackson was at best, a good substitute player when
he played in the NBA. Why would Michael Jordan listen to Phil Jackson? Oops.
Though they lost in his first year of coaching, while Michael Jordan played for Phil Jackson they won six NBA
championships, three in a row twice. Perhaps the only
reason they did not win eight consecutive is Jordan’s
temporary 2 year retirement to play baseball. Phil
Jackson now is the most decorated coach in NBA history with 10 NBA championships. Once Michael Jor14

dan, Scottie Pippen and other members of the Chicago
Bulls put aside their egos and listened to Phil Jackson’s
counsel, the team was able to improve dramatically.
Sometimes a ‘nobody’ is a genius in disguise.
If you recall, in the very early days of competitive World of Warcraft 3v3, Team Pandemic went to
a World Series of Video Games event in China and
brought a coach to help them in between games and to
help them prepare for their matchups. The professionalism this team had is still miles ahead of many teams
now that just trash talk opponents and argue among
themselves. Of course Pandemic won this tournament
and they dominated the early days of WoW competition. Would they have won without a coach? Perhaps so,
in fact probably. But did it hurt? No.
I know it helped me when I played an eSport where
the need for a coach is extremely high. There is no greater need for a coach in eSports than in DOTA, where
teams disband over conflicts based on single games or
a series where one player with an inflated ego will blame one or other players for errors made in games. Partially because of undisciplined and egotistical players,
Check-Six went through 27 different players, and despite the roster changes the team continued to perform
consistently. One particular team of Check-Six came to
its end due to player ego problems between JollyJoker and MikeJones who would habitually blame other
players for shortcomings of the team when in reality,
neither player was particularly strong.
Coaching does exist in eSports to some extent through
very attentive managers, but this isn’t always the case.
Sometimes managers will seldom watch their players’
practice games and other times in match play will offer
little insight at all. Let us be clear about something, in
every competition, every competitor makes a mistake
at one point during a game. No one ever plays perfectly.
If a coach is doing his job right, he should keep track of
every mistake and every positive play that both players
and teams are responsible for. Managing and coaching

„One of the few true
coaches in American
eSports.“
are not necessarily mutually inclusive and the research
that is to be done on other teams and players often
would be too time intensive for one person to manage.
The closest players I have ever seen to coaches in
DOTA are Jacob ‘Maelk’ Toft-Andersen and Andre
‘Hit0mi’ Semmler. They had a field vision for the game
unlike any other, and often times both would actually
act as coaches in scrimmages. I recall Hit0mi transforming many players that only knew how to farm into
complete players with map awareness and situational
instinct that they lacked previously. While we played
for Check-Six with one another, the effects of his coaching was evident as we improved beyond what any
team normally could in such a short time with players
that no one would recognize otherwise (Zuna, Kokoro,
Naz, Hit0mi, myself).
While Hit0mi is certainly a great player, he was by no
means the best, and by no means elite as far as the international community was concerned. But American
players frequently regard him as one of the top five

Frank Fields

players to ever play DOTA from the Americas because
of his intangible leadership. He was not a great farmer,
a good initiator, an extremely good ganker because of
his game sense, but the true value of Hit0mi was his
leadership. He was unquestionably the best American
leader in DOTA history - One of the few true coaches
in American eSports.
People often have a misinterpreted and misunderstood what a coach is and what a coach does in eSports.
Those who watched the Championship Gaming Series
have an extremely flawed view of what a coach could
and should do for eSports. Despite the fact that Jason
Lake and Alex Conroy are great managers, they stood
ambivalently and muttered ridiculous things such as
“You can do it” And “Come on!” in the CGS. While
motivating, these are not very helpful, and not what
a coach is supposed to do. This has seriously skewed
not only the view of coaches in eSports, but in my view
hurt the image of every American manager, as the public view of their job did not even begin to scratch the
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surface of what they did for their teams both pre and
post-CGS.
The blame is not on the managers, but on the venue.
CGS did not realize the potential for coaches in the
sport. One of the most important aspects of all sports
is halftime adjustments and matchups. It’s part of a
coach’s job to prepare their players for an opponent.
What specifically does Fernando Torres do to give defenders fits? What are his usual ball fakes and moves
towards the net that has opposing defenders nearly
breaking their ankles trying to keep track of him? Is
his left as good as his right? It is up to a coach to inform
his players how to stop opponents.
While a person such as myself may not have been a
proven top professional, I very well could become a
great coach. A coach talks to their player in between
maps and tells his player that his opponent has a habit
of sneaking expansions in the corners on large maps
and he just did it in map one, that the player should

Frank Fields
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pick a smaller map to take this strength away from
him. A good coach would tell his player that though
this Undead’s top map is Turtle Rock, he is extremely
weak against Knights and Gyrocopters on this map. A
coach in eSports is there to teach before games, prepare for games, and help adjust in between games.
Some teams and players in Korea have long realized
the value of coaches in eSports. They’ve even taken
it to an extreme that now Kang ‘Nal Ra’ Kim is set to
teach classes in Starcraft at Seoul University in early
2010. Where else in the world would you find a university class in teaching video game strategy? Even in
this year’s World Series of Poker, many members of
the ‘November Nine’ hired coaches to help them on
strategy before the final table began.
Coaches are used in almost every medium and every
form of competition, whether athletic or not, except
International eSports. When will we catch up to the
rest of the world?

„When will we
catch up to the
rest of the world?“

eSports Jobs
by Julia Christophers

Imagine you are between 19 and 30 years old and you
have been working with an eSports company for several months. You enter a bank and have a seat in front
of a banker. He feeds your data into his computer, suddenly there is a broad smile on his face as he looks back
at you.
Maybe the banker is so happy because you seem to
be reliably getting the same amount of money every
month. He asks if your employment contract is a fixed
term contract. You say no. His smile is even bigger
now. Many people who work in eSports do not have to
worry about their contracts as long as they take their
job seriously.
Today, most people on the employment market who
cannot find a job are under 30 years old.
In eSports, companies give many young workers the
opportunity of an open ended contract. This young
eSports / gaming media branch sets a good example:
while it is very unlikely that they will find a futureproof job (illustrators, designers, digital media designers, cameramen, editors, commentators), young eS-

ports companies often give young people the chance
to prove themselves. The average age of employees at
Turtle Entertainment is 26 years old.
Now your banker has learned something today: somebody who works in eSports is a very good customer. He
writes down your company’s name, because he wants
to look it up on google later.
You are independent. Some of your friends do not have
a job or do not have an open ended contract. Many do
not even work in the jobs they went to school or university for. One of your friends, who studied Economics and Japanese, is now working as a translator in
an agency twice a week. Some friends are still laughing
at you, because they believe it is rather ridiculous, you
making money with something that little kids are interested in: video games.
But actually, many gamers, admins and managers of
teams can be proud and reliable members of this society, because they are able to pay their taxes and do not
depend on the welfare system. Many started working
in various eSports or gaming projects together with
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friends, investing all of their free time into something
big. It lies within our gaming culture that we believe in
something and prefer cooperating over rivaling against
each other. This is not true for flamers, who are most
likely not desired candidates for job interviews.
Working in gaming also means that you have to stay
sharp mentally, because you are facing a constant development of technology, causing a constant development of games and markets. You often get to know
people from other countries, via telephone, skype,
msn... and in person because you might go on a business trip for your company. This may help grow your
knowledge of other cultures. You hopefully broaden
your horizon and improve your abstract thinking. In
eSports, not only Managers, but usually also the ITCrew, admins, editors and the event managers travel
the world at a young age.
People who have been working in eSports projects
such as clans or guilds often have evidence for their
skills. If the company is able to find and understand the
applicant’s achievements on the internet, the knowledge about the appreciation of eSports achievements
can be a powerful tool, not only for eSports companies. As Tobias Scholz already described on gamestudy
(www.gamestudy.de, 24th November 2009), members
of WoW Guilds for example can have extraordinary
leadership qualities and can be highly motivated employees. Often they will work on a task and try to do
more than their best even if they fail more than once,
because they have already solved many problems as a
team, and have therefore learned that frustration will
not help but that the ability to work in a team, stamina,
fun and creativity are the way to success.
Some people in eSports got an apprenticeship despite
their level of education not being officially adequate
for such a position, or despite it being a career change
for them. Today, I realise, it is highly unlikely that an
employer in the media will be more interested in your
skills and social skills than in your grades. Of course
18

the human factor is the center of working life, a key to
success and I am glad that especially in eSports, where I work and live, there seem to be many people who
understand that. I know many people who were able to
build their career on the basis of their achievements in
eSports, for example clan leadership, being an expert
or a professional in a certain game or running an eSports news website. These employees are of course not
only motivated to work for monetary reasons, but because they are dedicated to eSports and because of that
want to be a part of the biggest and most sophisticated
eSports leagues worldwide.
Stefan “otacon” Klopsch: “By discovering readmore.
de I got to know professional eSports and only shortly
after became a part of the project. My engagement at
readmore was the decisive point for Sebastian Weishaar (Head of League Operations at ESL at that point
of time) to ask me if I wanted to work for ESL as an
editorial journalist”.
All kinds of new job interpretations of classical jobs
occur in eSports. There are eSports jobs for IT technicians, IT administrators, event managers, team managers, accountants, secretaries, production assistants,
directors of photography, league admins and many
many more. They are specialised in working in eSports. IT technicians working in eSports, for example,
have to know how to run servers for different games.
People who work in eSports have to solve problems
that have never been solved and do tasks that have never been done before. If you want to do this right, you
have to be creative and responsible at the same time.
I believe that the gaming industry will employ at least
twice as many people in the market leading country
Germany in about six years from now. Many politicians are already supporting eSports companies, because they understand the importance of gaming for
our society and economy. The young employees in
eSports will continue creating products and services
made in Germany that set international standards.
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„Another year is
coming to an end.
Who would have
thought that when
I started playing back
in 1999 I would be in
this position one day,
living a dream.“
Wiktor Wojtas

The End of the ESWC
and How to Move On
by David Donschen

Angel Munoz is kind of the opposite to Matthieu Dallon. The interviews with the founder of CPL have always been superlatives. But no one got to know the
„new era of eSports“ which was constantly proclaimed
by the American. In this point, the ESWC boss Dallon
differs. Conversations with him have substance. You
get to know something about the real ideas and concepts of the ESWC founder. Until a few weeks ago people kept thinking that these two men embodied their
companies: On the one hand some empty phrases
from the U.S., on the other a consistent approach from
France. Today, we know that both failed. After CPL having to shut down a year ago, Games-Services (GS), the
company behind the Electronic Sports World Cup, is
financially at its end now. Even though the work and
thus the failure of both companies has not much in
common, the question arises: How could Game-Services come to such an end?
The world-wide recession was of course a crucial factor
in the decline of Games-Services. But a general justifi-

cation is a too one-sided view also for Dallon. The global economic crisis was only the coffin nail for GamesServices, not its cause. In 2007 the French already had
to deal with enormous problems. The main reason:
Nvidia‘s exit as main sponsor in the meantime which
halving of, not off the prize money and a losing 370.000
Euros (before taxes and interest) for the French startup company. Even Games-Services looked economically pretty good in 2008 with a company turnover of
around 1.6 million Euros to more than 2 million Euros
and the reduction of its losses through the temporary return of Nvidia with related extensions such as the
Masters Tournaments. One thing remained: the economic dependence on the main sponsor Nvidia.
After last year‘s Grand Final in San José the cooperation had finally come to an end and the financing of
Games-Services finally came apart at the seams. Dallon tried to find new sponsors by including other possible partners or leagues. And in March, it looked like as
if the continuing existence of Games-Services was pos23

sible. Therefore, the Grand Final just got postponed
and not canceled by the French. But by the end of the
month there was no money left to cover the running
costs for an office and employees. „Between September
2008 and March 2009 we have contacted several dozen of potential partners, big and small brands“, Dallon explains. “But we always received the same answer:
‚Our stock value is in free fall, the sales decline, we are
going to lose money this quarter, so we have to reduce
all our marketing and communication budgets‘.“
Games-Services‘ bankruptcy was sealed by the world‘s
bad economic situation. But the problems were homemade. The main income has always been sponsors‘
money, especially Nvidia‘s. Games-Services didn‘t manage, except for one year, to operate in the black. „Almost always Games-Services lost money. More than
one million Euro combined in six years of ESWC“,
Dallon explained. „First it was a choice, then it became
a handicap for the company‘s development, and finally
it has been a real issue during the crisis.“ Even other
sources of revenue (meaning the licensing of the national partners) were based on sponsorship: „Our licensed partners all around the world faced the same
difficulties, which doubly impacted our financing“,
confirmed Dallon.
Can anybody really blame Games-Services for being
financially dependent on just a few sponsors? This
business model was of course not sustainable but it

was the common one within eSports. WCG could probably hardly exist without Samsung and despite some
contrary statements of the ESL, its professional track
including EPS and Intel Extreme Masters wouldn‘t be
there either, without having Intel on board.
The ESWC bankruptcy might have an even more frightening impact on the industry because ESWC did a
lot of things the right way and some even better than
other competitors. Where it was possible they sold eSports as a kind of a lifestyle. Moreover they have managed, at least in Europe, to gain an interested audience,
including a relatively large number of women. 35,000
spectators at the Finals 2007 and 31,000 during the
Masters 2008 in Paris are impressive numbers. The
presentation of Dallon and his crew delivered everything that was in their might. „We have brought
champions on stage, we have dramatized the games,
we have developed live audience, we have programmed applications to provide real time info and instant
emotions“, explained the former head of ESWC the efforts to make eSports and its players an attraction.
If all this effort is not enough to attract sponsors and
investors, it will be very difficult for the competitors to
earn money in the future. Dallon explained their strategy like this: „All sports, or events, that generate sustainable business, are based on media rights, which are
mostly TV rights.“ In his eyes even the Korean eSports
lives from TV rights.

„The global crisis was
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Efforts by GS to find a broadcasting partner who actually pays for the rights as well didn‘t succeed even
though Dallon tried ambitiously to make the games
understandable and exciting also for people outside
the eSports scene. „The game is like that: being strong
enough to survive until you can benefit from the media rights” Dallon argues. The start-up entrepreneur
thinks that this is what the WCG tried in a long term
and the CGS in a short term strategy. The outcome of
the CGS trying to broadcast eSports via cable TV is well
known. Whether the WCG as one of the last big oldschool tournaments will be able to make profit out of
TV rights is questionable. Taking into consideration
that viewers from the eSports scene classically watch
the games on the internet via HLTV and Waaagh!TV,
it might be doubted. In addition to that, also the publishers and developers of games have a voice in this
chapter since they have the first claims for TV generated money.
For Games-Services these questions are not of any relevance anymore. All the efforts to reveal more income
sources didn‘t prevent them from bankruptcy. Actions
like the expansion of the ESWC‘s website in the end
haven‘t been more than efforts to gain a bit more of the
market share. A market which was and still is a niche.
Even if GS tried to present big numbers to the investors like 70 million gamers or 400 million potential
viewers, the ESWC has just been a big event for the

hardcore eSport scene. The event was placed nearby
the heart of the community to keep „the legitimacy of
the scene“. This was one of the reasons why GamesServices resisted working together with publishers,
like CPL or WCG did. Thanks to this philosophy, there
were still nine-year-old game classics within the Electronic World Cup. Games like Quake. No Guitar Hero
or ‚World of Walking‘. This attitude always impressed
the hardcore community. But it also caused that ESWC
didn‘t enthuse the millions of casual gamers.
And this is the most important difference between
Paris and Seoul or Cologne: ESWC is dead (for now),
WCG and Intel Extreme Masters (still) exist. The support of Microsoft respectively Blizzard and the range of
the provided games seems to be an important pillar for
these tournaments. One, that ESWC resigned to use.
So what remains are a few dozens of players who still
wait for their unpaid prize money. If they ever will receive a cent – no one knows at this moment. In 2007,
the pay-out already was being postponed by eight
months at least, normally even twelve due to economical problems. In 2008 every participant of the ESWC
signed an agreement that he or she would wait up to
one year until the money would be paid out. „It is unfair and harmful to all champions“, Dallon describes
his feelings about not being able to pay out the money. „Even though I have no personal liability in that
process of payment, I do my best to make it happen“,

only the coffin nail.“

David Donschen
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the entrepreneur explains. The best case would be that
either the insolvency administrator or the new owner
pays the money. Thus, the claimants do not think that
this is a probable scenario. „The company is insolvent.
I‘m pretty sure no one will receive his money“, states
Alexander ‚TheSlaSh‘ Müller, managing director of SK
Gaming. Some of his players are waiting for their money as well. In total, the outstanding money sums up
to $242.000, including the Masters of Paris and the
Grand Final in San José.
This circumstance hits many players in a harsh way,
especially those who don‘t win much money regularly.
One of them is Marcel ‚k1llsen‘ Paul who surprisingly
achieved a second place at the 2008 finals, earning $
7.000. „The prize money is pretty important to me, I
planned a few things with it“, he stated in a forum. The
father of a son seems to need the money, just like the
two Quake high flyers Alexey ‚Cypher‘ Yanushevsky
and Maciej ‚av3k‘ Krzykowski who are waiting for $
14.500 and $ 1.000. „Of course both of them are very
disappointed“, says Bas Peeperkorn, CEO at SeriousGaming. „They invested a lot of time in order to become the best at what they‘re doing and being able to
win tournaments. It mostly hits Cypher because he
simply deserves the money and now he feels betrayed
by an organization which he respected a lot. Of course
it will affect his life besides eSport if he doesn‘t get the
money.“
In the meantime some of the players got a message
by the claimant‘s procurator. It says that they have to
announce their claims within a two months period to
Games-Services. But it can be doubted that they succeed and receive their money. Peter Siedlatzek, lawyer
and in-house counsel of n!faculty – the clan for which
Trackmania player Frostbeule won the ESWC in 2008
– thinks: „One can expect that, just as in Germany, the
costs of the insolvency proceedings will be paid first,
mainly the costs for court procedures and the liquidator. If then some money will be left, it will be paid
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out to the creditors“, he explains. But Games-Services
lacks of assets with a real value. As an event organizer,
there are no expensive machines or something comparable to sell. Thus the sale of the brands ESWC and
overgame.com have to make enough money to cover
the costs for insolvency proceedings and in addition to
that the unpaid USD 242.000 – something that can be
doubted as well. „From my perspective the only real
chance is that Games-Services has resilient arrears
against the sponsors to pay the prize money which the
liquidator can collect“, Siedlatzek evaluates a possible
solution.
Meanwhile, the chances of selling the brand ESWC to
somebody aren‘t the worst: „Yes, there are serious offers“, Dallon affirms. Some of them actually come from
Germany and Austria. Among these there is probably
one from Nescho Topalov. He organized the national
ESWC qualifiers in Germany, Austria, Czech Republic
and Slovakia for many years. Now Topalov could benefit from Games-Services‘ financial problems. „We
would like to be available as a partner for ESWC both
nationally and internationally because we know how
ESWC and the community works“, confirms the CEO
of Top Ideas. But more partners are needed, he adds.
Dallon expects a decision whether the brand ESWC
will keep on existing until the very end of summer. Although there is no lack of serious offers, one of the biggest companies in the business, Turtle Entertainment,
does not seem to be interested. But even a continuation of the brand ESWC does not necessarily mean that
all the players will receive their prize money. „A new
owner of the brand is not legally obligated to pay possibly outstanding money. Such an obligation can only
be imposed on somebody by contract“, Siedlatzek explains. It seem as that only time will bring the answer
whether the money will be paid to the winners.
Despite of the bankruptcy Dallon is proud of what he
and his team have established in recent years. Over 10
million euros revenue was invested into ESWC, gamers

from over 50 nations have participated in seven major events and more than $ 1.2 million of prize money
was paid to the winners. Probably no bad record for a
bunch of young guys that went out to get Gaming out
of the children‘s rooms into the wide world. „We have
produced ten times more turnover than losses, which
is a reasonable ratio for an international start-up on Internet, and which might be the most competitive ratio
compared to the other international projects as WCG,
CGS or MLG, whose budgets and losses reach several
millions per year“, explained Dallon. „I work to legitimate video games champions as genuine athletes and
new icons of our digital society. I do all this because I
know what it‘s like to feel the sweat between your palm

and your mouse and what the tremblings before a victory feel like. I also know that all these emotions can
be shared. So even it is hard, and even though I‘ am
handicapped now, I don‘t want to do anything else.“
On the GS website you can now find a sentence, which
sounds like a inscription on a gravestone: „September
1, 2000 † March 30, 2009“. But perhaps we will see
Matthieu Dallon someday once again in the eSports.
For him eSports is more than just a business. His ideas
brought eSports to another level, even though he economically failed with them in the end. At least they
were in any case better than Angel Munoz‘ prophetic
visions.

„Despite the bankruptcy
Dallon is proud of what
he and his team
established in
recent years.“

David Donschen
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My Slightly Confused
Memories of CPL 2004
by David Hiltscher

A long, long time ago, I was at my first CPL. It was December 2004, and I was in the United States for the
first time. Dallas seemed surreal to me. It was warm,
modern and barren. Like a modern wasteland.
Right there, in the bowels of the Hyatt Regency hotel,
eSports took long strides to grow up. It was all state of
the art. My first glimpse at real professional eSports
was Americanized to the max. It was hard to discern
who actually had a say in what, who the professional
players were and what it was truly about.
I was just too impressed by the suave talkers. A Fatal1ty bursting out perfect press bubbles amidst a storm
of interviewers. A young Vo0 showing all the marks of
a young and upcoming sharp shooter. That guy Midway, presenting the awesomeness that was GotFrag at
the time. And king amongst them all: Angel Munoz.
Now, don‘t be early to judge the man. After all, he was
the face of the biggest brand of eSports back in the early days. Sure, we live in different times now, a different climate. Facing heavy fire from professional teams
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under the banner of G7, CPL probably won‘t stand a
chance ever again.
But imagine the good that it brought with it. In the
still young Oughts, Dallas was the hotspot of emerging
eSports culture. Along the deep corridors hung with
tapestries and chandeliers, there was a parade of wannabes and influencers, nobodies and somebodies.
We were right in the middle of it. Heading from the
supervisor‘s area - called the NOC - god knows what
that actually means - to the tournament area, to the
abnormally large press table, to the laughably makeshift stage, and all the way back again.
Faces blurred from the wild swing of tournaments coming our way. Interview opportunities, photo opportunities, story opportunities. There was so much to
write about. Dreaming up the multiple possibilities,
we rarely had time to actually do anything worthwhile.
So we bumbled around, like a ferret in a cage full of a
wide variety of ripe fruits, unable to decide on anything
except the decision to delay any further decision ma-

king until a proper decision could be reached.
My colleague seemed even more feverish than me. He
surely must have been under an influence that can only
be caused by the sheer amount of matches played at an
event like this. I can‘t even remember the names of all
these games, there were just too many.
Now in hindsight though, I‘m absolutely convinced
that Vo0 must have played some really serious and fast
paced version of Tetris against Fatal1ty. I even wrote
an article for readmore afterwards, proclaiming the
awesomeness of this new technique that the players
used to be one step ahead of their competition.
Looking back, I wonder a little about what I wrote back
then. I cite pictures clearly showing these gaming superstars using a new way of movement, utilising ASDF
instead of then regular WASD. On the other hand, people keep telling me, that among top Counter-Strike:
Source players, ASDF has long since become the preferred key combination for movement.
I still get a crippled hand, every time I try it, but sure
I got the pictures to prove what I saw. And this wasn‘t
even the strangest experience on sight.
When I first tried taking pictures of complexity, I accidentally got in the way of their manager Jason Lake.

By way of an introspective documentary, I later found
out that he surely must have been under the influence
of what we call in Germany Ex-und-hopp. Otherwise
he would not have been able to swing a hand at me like
that without even noticing or intending it.
But I survived, and was rewarded with a cameo appearance in the infamous complexity Redemption
documentary. The public breakdown of a prominent
eSports figure has never ever been more satisfyingly
enriched by a cameo by yours truely than in this hot
eSports blockbuster.
The absolute highlight of this memorable event must
have been some kind of Counter-Strike game on this
weird stage. I guess it was the grand final, since it had
Angel Munoz blabbering about sponsors for about
half an hour before the game. But it could have been
a Doom 3 deathmatch lower bracket match as well. He
held that speech quite a few times if I remember correctly.
But the players were amazing. I think they were Slovakian. Or Scandinavian. Not quite sure. But I think they
were extraordinary Tetris players. One of the guys was
really massive, but people keep telling me that he‘s all
thin now and has the name of some Shakespeare dude

„Dallas was the
hotspot of emerging
eSports culture.“

David Hiltscher
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tattooed on his hand.
I‘m pretty sure that one of the Slovenian teams won
and claimed the title of Best eSports clan in the galaxy.
But it didn‘t really matter to us. We finally interviewed
one of the German star players. He was rather nervous
about the Tetris tournament and all, so before going to
CPL he wrote down his whole config on a sheet of paper, so when setting up he wouldn‘t forget any deciding
command like +forward.
I think people still laugh about him. I guess he must
have forgotten some vital binding. At least that would
explain his first round loss in the early knock-out stage
against what seemed to be a kid that wouldn‘t even be
legally allowed to look at a shop selling any of these
games where I come from.
Still it seemed like half of Germany‘s eSports scene took
a paid vacation to Dallas, to play one match and then
spend the rest of the week wandering up and down the
empty streets that make up Downtown Dallas.
When I think about it now, it surely gives me a warm,

David Hiltscher
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comfy feeling inside. But back then, it felt like the eSports jungle. Where everybody could swallow you at
any time, burying you under a pile of sponsor slogans
and advertisement blurbs.
We fought back, and we escaped CPL. Returning to
Europe, we were forever changed. Never again would
we look at eSports events as a peaceful gathering of
friendly nerds. It sure is a jungle. A jungle full of predatory animals, willing and able to attack you with marketing slogans at any time.
Nonetheless, this paved the way. Changed by this life
altering experience, we returned to European civilization and went on to build great things. Without CPL,
we wouldn‘t have founded readmore. Without CPL
we wouldn‘t have known that out there, in the white
hot Texan desert, there was a place deep down in the
bowels of the Hyatt Regency hotel where eSports was
becoming a force of its own. A force that swallowed up
CPL in the end.

„Changed by this life
altering experience,
we returned to European civilization.“

Talk with
Muhamed Jamil Eid
by Stefan Maass

First of all I think the “Esport Yearbook” is a great benefit not only to the community but also for the whole
related industry. It’s an important step to release such
an information source with a lot of different types of
articles in order to show how big the subject is.
I want to add one of the most individual interviews
I’ve ever done so far with a great player I luckily got to
know. eSport still fascinates me with its comprehensive and different sides as it did when I started working
for this business. My eyes start to sparkle when I look
back at this industry’s progress and also when I still
recognize how fast it grows day by day.
I released this interview in the second quarter of
2008, obviously the article is not up to date anymore and doesn’t have a relation to the year 2009 except
that mTw and NoA consisted of the same players until
2009. While the next decade is approaching inexorably
you find the person who my article is about not anymore in the starting five of the team. However, I think this
is a great occasion to remember one of the most chilled

and funny guys in the Counter-Strike scene, to celebrate not only him but his team. The time I spent with
mTw was also one of the best I had so far. So thanks for
that and enjoy reading ;)
One of the key puzzle pieces that led to the formation of
mTw.dk and NoA. If someone were to mutter the word
“NoA”, five names will automatically pop into your
head, and among those five names will be Muhamed
Eid also known as mJe. An amazing player and extremely talented in the game we all love. He is no stranger to the limelight but the limelight isn’t what fills his
heart. mTw.MJE is a man with a down to earth personality and who has a passion for eSports. Although
blatantly obvious to all in the scene, he’s blessed with a
high level of talent in our beloved FPS, Counter-Strike.
“Muhamed Eid is not just a great man inside the game,
but outside as well. I’ve known Muhamed since 2003/4
and we have been living together in Korea, visited New
York and been at thousands of events together”, Danny
Sørensen stated “He is a great guy, who always gives
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himself 177% to the game, in every match. I started
playing with „Mo“ in NewStyle in 2004, and already
there I saw big potential, he became a madfragger and
still is, but he‘s a lot smarter ingame now, than he was
2 years ago. A special offensive style but effective as
well. <3 !”
Although his name is already tightly sitting on
everybody’s lips, I’d like to invite you all to my interview with the nineteen year old soccer enthusiast who’s not only a Real Madrid fan but has played the
game for several years himself!
Could you tell us who MJE is, outside of the virtual world? What do you do in your spare time?
What are your hobbies and interests? And what
does a normal day look like in your life? Hey, I
just started in the gym a couple of months ago, so I try
to go there for a couple of days each week, but I am
very lazy so it’s kind of hard to keep it up. Other than
that I just try to be together with my friends, before
we start to practice with mTw. A normal day in my life
right now looks like this: I wake up at 1200-1300, find
something to do until we start our training at 1800.
Then we practice from 1800-2200/2300 and then I
just relax until I fall sleep. We don’t practice on Fridays
and Saturdays, so I get two days off a week.
What‘s the most positive attribute found in
MJE? zonic: The most positive attribute found in
MJE, is probably his personality and his aim. There is
no doubt that he is one of the biggest madfraggers I’ve
ever played with, his way of turning a match over, or
just to win easily over a tough opponent is impressive.
guddo: Muhamed has an aggressive playing style which
leads to his ‘madfraggizm’. Outside the game he has a
positive-minded attitude and strong social abilities.
What‘s the most negative attribute found in
MJE? zonic: The most negative attribute found in him
is that sometimes he gets so excited while we play that
you don’t understand what he is saying, I mean when
we play official matches online and we play nuke (he
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covers the ramp) and they start attacking the ramp you
absolutely can‘t hear anything because you think the
man is having a heart-attack.
guddo: That’s a hard question.. He’s not always as serious as I would like him to be.
What was the craziest thing you have ever done
in your life? It has to be when I was in Spain about
two years ago. We found a place where you could try to
bungee jump. I have always liked those types of activities, so I tried it twice, the second time I had to jump
backwards.
Back to eSports: What’s the story behind your
nickname? It’s very simple, my name is Muhamed
Jamil Eid.
How did you get into gaming? What made CS
attractive to you? And when did you find out about
your incredible talent in CS? My first time ever playing Counter-Strike was when my friend’s big brother
took me to a netcafe. We played assault and dust, after
that I had to play it some more, so I went over to my
friend’s house almost every night and we took turns
playing until I got my own internet connection. Well,
I think I first realized that I was one of the best was
when my team (Clan-IT) won the Danish ESWC qualification in 2005.
Do you think you could start to play a totally
different game in a professional environment
that isn’t CS? No, it’s too late for that in my opinion,
if I didn’t start playing Counter-Strike, I would probably still be playing soccer, but I don’t know on what
level though :D.
How has your career in professional gaming
affected your life outside of eSports? Well of
course there are some ups and downs when you play
Counter-Strike professionally. You get to travel a lot,
you get money for doing the thing you like, but on the
other hand you miss out on some things with your
friends because you are home practicing. But there is
definitely more ups than downs I think. I really enjoy

„My dad gets proud
when he sees me on
television.“
my life right now.
Are you still working or can you make a living
out of playing CS? I have to make a confession, I
only worked once in my life and that was when I was 13
years old. I delivered papers - I did it for a month and
then I quit. I am a bit spoiled… But since I live at home,
there is no problems whatsoever.
Do you want to be involved in eSports as long
as possible e.g. to take a position in the management later, or do you wish to get a normal job, once you end your career as a player?
I don’t think I would take some management related
job later. I wish to get a job and an education. I just
couldn’t stand to watch a game while being a manager
and stand behind the players, I would get kind of jealous.
What kind of person is Martin “guddo” Cording? Do you think a professional team needs

Muhamed Jamil Eid

a manager to be in the background? It’s great to
have a person like Cording behind the team. He makes
sure that we have everything we need so we can focus
100% on the game. He plans our trips, books flights
etc. I think it’s important to have a sixth-guy in the
team, it often boosts our play in tight and important
matches. It’s also important to have someone to “represent” the players.
It’s obvious that you have to spend a lot of time
in front of the computer and at LAN events and
bootcamps. What is your family’s point of view
regarding your profitable hobby? At the beginning they weren’t very happy about it, they couldn’t
understand why I spent so much time in front of the
computer playing, but as I started to travel around and
make money with my hobby, they started to see how
serious eSports is and now they support me, and my
dad gets proud when he sees me on television.
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We know that you practice at home for online
events. How do you prepare yourself for events
/ matches? Do you have your special own ritual? I usually play some deathmatch before an official
match. I don’t have any special ritual, I just try to get
focused and ready.
So I know you‘re a big soccer fan and you have
also been playing for a minor club. Is there a
big difference between the things you feel inside a real sport and an electronic sport match?
No not really, besides from the physical part of course.
You have to train to get better, you have to have a winner mentality and the competitive element is the same.
You always want to be the best in soccer or in CounterStrike - it’s all the same.
You’ve attended several events during your gaming career in the past. Which was the most
impressive event or tournament to you? And
which of your achievement was the most glorious? The most impressive tournament I ever attended
was definitely WEG 2 in Korea. Living for one month
in Korea and playing one match a week in a TV-studio
was pretty cool. My most glorious achievement so far
is our second place at the ESWC Grand Finals 2007,
playing the finals in front of a live audience of around
5000 people is unforgettable.
What event would you say is the most interes-

ting for a gamer and the community to spectate
and why? It would be the final days of an event like
WCG/ESWC, the last matches that are open, left to be
play at events like those are unbelievable. World class
teams playing against each other the whole day is fascinating.
What fascinates you in Gaming and gives you
motivation to continue? I love the competition, I
love to travel, and I love the game.
You are talking about the aspect of traveling,
so eSports seems to be a great opportunity to
come around the world, yet in more than 80
days. On average, how much free time do you
get, to do some sightseeing etc. when visiting
a town hosting an event? It depends from event to
event, but if you are in a country or town you really
want to see – you can always find some time to check
it out.
What‘s your favourite country? Lebanon.
Could you tell us about your position and tasks
within mTw.dk? I am usually the guy who goes first
as T and tries to get the first kill, and as CT I usually
cover bomb spots alone. I prefer the AK-47 to every
other weapon.
How well did whimp integrate into your team?
What are his strengths and his weaknesses in
comparison to your former teammate hpx?

„I love the competition
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Whimp hasn’t been integrated into the team 100% yet.
The main reason for that is the big difference in the
playing style between us and his former team, which
he played in for a couple of years. Whimp and hpx are
both very talented players, so they don’t have any weaknesses.
Introduce your team mates with a few words
each. ave: tactical leader and one of the best aimers I
have ever played with. He is always happy.
zonic: the team’s star, madfragger and a bit crazy.
Sunde: AWP of the team, but is excellent with all weapons, he is my hometown homie.
whimp: Crazy aimer, always calm and happy.
Congratulations for winning the gold medal
at SLAP’s fourteenth edition with an impressive performance in the Grand Finals against
the Swedish mixteam “Playnation”. You went
through the entire tournament unbeaten and
showed once again that mTw.dk deserves the
spot as the best Danish team. How does it feel?
It felt really great, I think we showed that we are still
by far the best Danish team even though we had some
rough months. Many believed that we would get bad
and inconsistent, so it was good to prove them wrong.
Did you expect to win the tournament without
losing to a single team? Which team did you fear
the most? I think we are better than all the teams who

attended SLAP, but with teams like Gravitas Gaming
and SoA - which are teams that have huge potential - I
knew it would be kind of hard. We didn’t fear any team
but we knew that we shouldn’t underestimate anyone.
Do you think the Danish scene is unstable due
to a flood of roster changes and moves at the
moment, or do you see it as a definite event for
the purpose of realignment of the teams to pursuit a change within the “national hierarchy”?
I think the Danish scene is very unstable, sometimes I
don’t get it. It’s like after every big Danish tournament
you can witness a major roster change in one to two
teams. I think Danish teams have to be more patient
and accept the facts because things take time to be accomplished.
What are your goals to achieve with mTw.dk?
Our main goal is to win a big event this year. Last year
we got two second places, so we are all hungry for
more!
Thank you for your time. Any last words or
shoot-outs? I want to thank mTw for letting me do
what I love most, and I want to thank all our fans for
the support!

and I love the game.“

Muhamed Jamil Eid
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The Impact of eSport
on My Life
by Damla Pinar Goek

When I look around, I find that everybody around me
is interested in video games in one way or the other.
Since I’m an event manager in the gaming industry, it’s
only natural that most people around me are involved
in video games; but I’m not only talking about pro-gamers or the industry people here. I know a doctor who
plays World of Warcraft in the evening, a writer playing Dragon Age, a coder playing Quake, a cameraman
playing Farmville, a lawyer playing Aion Online, a student playing Counter-Strike… These people are living
different lives and life styles; they all listen to different
kind of music and like different movies. But they all
have one thing in common and that is their being involved in “games” whether hardcore or just casually.
When I understood this, I realized the full power and
potential of the industry that I am working in.
Video games are a vast ocean in which I am just a little
drop. But the gaming industry has a sub genre called
“eSports”, and there, I am a thunderstorm. Right now,
I am the National Head of and in charge of all the ope36

rations within ESL Turkey. But before that, I would
like to tell you my story and talk about how my career has taken this shape. Just like most people in the
eSports industry, I started as a gamer. At first I was
playing single player games, then I was drawn to online games. When playing games online started not to
satisfy me anymore, I found myself in game tournaments. Of course people were amazed to see a woman
in Quake tournaments, and I have to admit that I quite
liked the attention. In 1999, I volunteered to work as
an admin for one of the biggest gaming sites in Turkey.
In 2002, I was a referee in international tournaments
held in Turkey.
My life changed in 2004 when I got a full time work
offer from the biggest eSports company in Turkey. Actually at that time, working full-time in the eSports industry was not in my mind. I’ll tell you a little secret,
I accepted the job thinking I could work just a couple
of months and quit when I got bored. But in time it became such a passion that now it’s my sixth year in the

same company and I am happy with it.
6 years is a long time; I have lived through countless
tournaments. But I guess the most unforgettable one
was my first tournament. When I first started the job,
I was assisting our tournament coordinator and it carried on like this for some time. When he resigned, I
became the new tournament coordinator overnight!
Well, it may sound good when I tell this, but at that
time I had a huge problem in front of me: I had to organize the World Cyber Games 2005 Finals in Turkey
and I wasn’t even sure where to start. I have to admit
that it was a rocky road for me. There were times when
I didn’t know what to do and I was at my wits’ end. But
thanks to people showing me the way when I was lost,
and the observations that I had made since my very
first day at work, I managed to organize a great event.
Of course my boss, who had seen the power in me that
I had not realized myself and trusted me deeply, had
a share in my success. After I got over the first tournament, many others followed. Actually, now that I’m
writing this, I realize how many years have passed. I
guess time passes rather quickly than I assumed.
Another unforgettable event was the World Cyber
Game 2006 Grand Final in Italy. I was the leader of the
Turkish team and the event was held at the Formula 1
track in Monza (yes, I had a chance to ride around the
track and no, they didn’t let me drive the car). It was
my first international event. I was really excited since
I had not had such an experience before. The opening
ceremony, fireworks, a giant tournament arena, staying in a hotel with hundreds of other gamers, working
to organize the team at every step… Everything was
mind-blowing; it was like a dream. As they say, the first
are never forgotten, and I have never forgotten my first
national and international event experiences, their excitement and their memories.
Organizing big eSports events is exciting and exhausting at the same time. You have to plan every little detail and guess the potential problems ahead, since the

slightest flaw or technical problem can overshadow
even the greatest event. One moment, everything goes
according to the plan and the next, you’re facing problems that never crossed your mind or that you overlooked. The larger the event is, the more complicated
it becomes. To tell you the truth, I have faced many
crises during my career. The more calm and solution
oriented you are, the easier it becomes to weather the
storm. I’ve also had many large and hassle-free events
for sure, but when I look back, I realize that the ones
that left a mark in my memory were the tough ones.
I guess the key to success lies in being able to remain
calm whatever happens and managing crises effectively. I’m pretty sure that if I had an ordinary job, I
would not be as happy and successful. Of course, it’s
not always roses. There are times when I feel depressed
and exhausted. The weeks before the event, until it’s all
finished are unbelievably stressful. But however hard
it is, coming home after a tough event, propping up my
legs with a glass of beer in my hand, thinking “Wow, I
did it, and it was awesome” washes all my fatigue and
stress away. Sometimes I ask myself “What if I did
not chose to work in this industry? Where would I be
now?” But it has become such a passion that I cannot
even imagine working in some other area. Once you
get a taste of it, it’s impossible to give up.
In fact, it’s not the only place that the video games hold
in my life. Besides all this, my company prints “Oyungezer”, the best gaming magazine of the country. Following new games, writing about them, seeing my articles in a printed magazine and reading other articles
is a whole lot of fun. On top of it, my office life is full
of fun. As we all know each other for a long time, we’re
really close.
Besides all this, I have to admit that I’m having labor
pains nowadays. I am having a new baby to take care
of: ESL Turkey. We’ve been working on the preliminary preparations for some time now. I guess, by the
time you read this, ESL Turkey will already be started.
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„Everything was
mind-blowing; it was
like a dream. As they
say, the firsts are
never forgotten.“

Damla Pinar Goek

It is bigger, greater and more exciting than all the other
projects that I’ve been in before. Sometimes I feel that
the pain is getting too much, that I’m way too excited and a bit frightened, but I cool down when I think
about how fun it will be after getting everything under control, being there through all the steps ESL Turkey will grow into something great. Of course I have
to thank all Turtle Entertainment employees for their
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help and friendliness. You should attend an ESL event
one day and get to meet them. You’re going to agree
with me once you see how fun they are.
For some of you reading this, working in the eSports
industry is the biggest dream. And some of you are not
thinking about it the slightest bit. Whichever group
that you’re in, I’m sure we’ll meet someday at some
event as colleagues.

„When we started
playing we hoped
that some day would
be able to attend
events with all the
best players, just see
them live, ask them
a question, get a
handshake or a
photo.“
Wiktor Wojtas

The Big Bang Reality
by Matthias Beyer

China in the cold January of 2009, a boy from a small
village in Germany has to travel to his beloved country
in order to participate in the finals of the biggest Warcraft 3 league. With high expectations of the outcome
and with a handful stars (Jaeho ‘Moon’ Jang, Manuel ‘Grubby’ Schenkhuizen, JaeWook ‘Lucifer’ Noh,
Jungki ‘Susiria’ Oh, Yoon ‘Soccer’ Deokman, Jesper
‘Nordahl’ Henriksen), he wanted to finish his career
by holding the championship. MeetYourMakers (his
employer), XLBet, Steelseries, Intel, Adidas (his sponsors), thousands of fans and venture capital companies
were expecting the champion’s belt. Unfortunately the
championship did not work out, a not satisfying performance and better prepared opponents were in the
way. After the tournament ended this guy had to fire
some of his athletes and to get rid of the feelings of
guilt, he decided to leave his hotel room in order to just
forget. Of course he did not know what would happen
this night. Of course this guy I am talking about is me,
Matthias Beyer, better known as Losemann…

When Can Yang, who is responsible for the ‘world
esports masters’, and I arrived on the dance floor, after grabbing a few beers at the bar we were in a great
mood and great shape. We had dressed like Casanovas and the smell of our perfume was floating like an
aura around our bodies. We both had the right ‘temperature’ and we were hungry for a great evening. As
the other nights we had been working, our heads were
about to blow now because bad feelings had bottled
up and we wanted to get rid of them while moving our
hips. I am normally not the dancing type and I am normally not the guy who is that outgoing, but that night
I somehow did not really care about it and I did what I
usually avoid - dance. Mine and Can’s extremities were
moving to the sound of a big bass box and we were just
focus on looking cool, while dancing to Chinese music.
And I think that worked pretty well, as Can is a guy
who is extremely serious during work, but he is able to
change to American hip hop, and that is mostly just a
shower away.
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„Nothing can change
my deep love to
this country.“
Matthias Beyer

We were having so much fun and the locals around us
were also extremely nice, offering us drinks and celebrating a night out with foreigners. Everything seemed
perfect and there seemed to be no stumbling block on
our way to paradise. But somehow Nelly Furtado was
right when she presented her song: ‘All good things
come to an end’. And this is how it came…
Music was loud, two sweaty foreigners plus two hundred Chinese, great atmosphere and in between seconds
one big bang destroyed the night of hundreds. A bang
even louder than the music, a bang which directly arrived at all auditory canals, even a deaf-mute person
would have heard it. I felt pitched into a movie, and I
have never had this feeling before. A mixture of fear,
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being puzzled and shocked and I tell you, it is not the
feeling you wish to have ever in your life. It can be compared a little bit to a divorce which comes out of the
blue and when you have kids and huge loan to split.
Then I looked around, I had a thousand thoughts going through my mind and I noticed that everybody was
trying to reach secure land, bulks of people were hiding behind the bar, and many were storming the exit
doors. Many were also lying on the floor and had their
hands folded behind their heads, it seemed to me as
if I was the only person standing and still not realizing what just happened. Theoretically everybody has
seen such a scenario on television and theoretically
we all know what to do when we are in such a situ-

ation, but I can tell that the reality proves that most
of the theoretical knowledge will not be used, as your
mind has other things to do than brainstorm for the
best solution. Until I saw a group of people gathered
around one poor guy, who had obviously a lot of pain
in his shoulder, then I added one to the other and my
mind suddenly started working again. This guy was
bleeding like crazy, my usual job is in the sales division
and therefore it was the first time I saw so much blood.
Also the feeling of such fear, was new to me. There are
many types of fear but this type I have never experienced before.
The second thought I had on my mind: ‘Where the hell
is Can?’ I could not find him… did I overhear a second
shoot? Did he make somebody jealous and was also
hit? A conveyor belt of questions was going through
my mind and I could not answer any of them. I decided
to search for him and luckily I found him all in one piece and not hurt. I felt so relieved, it felt like the rollercoaster of emotions finally arrived and that I could step
out of the scenery. I would for sure not book a second
ticket and for sure not buy any picture which shows my
face’s impression while being on the ride. Out of all the
happiness to find my dear friend, I had another question spreading to all my brain cells. Was the person
caught who shot? Or was he able to flee when the big
panic stream was pushing through the slim exit doors.
I figured somehow that the guy was caught already
and therefore I felt safe and also happy to just survive
such a horrible situation. And I do not know why, but
I felt so safe that I even used the bathroom, which by
the way also proves that I did not pee into my paints
while this whole shooting. After I finished my business
on the ceramic build-in, I was washing my hands and
suddenly a troop of securities stormed the bathroom
and pushed me out. Again I was puzzled and again I
was dropped back into that movie, which I didn’t like
and again I was sitting on the rollercoaster, which I hated. But this time I could quickly think of the reason

while being escorted outside. The shooter had locked
himself into a cabine next to the sink, I do not know
why I had to use the bathroom in this club, but drunk
people sometimes tend to do stupid stuff. Better safe
than sorry, is usually said and I was lucky that I was
still on the safe side, even if one foot was already touching the ‘sorry’ one.
Back on the street I just wanted to leave the crime scene
and I did not want to stand in the way of the officials
who just arrived to help the wounded guy. And I could
not watch the guy lying on the floor bleeding like crazy.
Our goal was it to hit the next club and get rid again of
the weight which we were carrying on our shoulders
and to get our minds free. A mind with one full and
one empty part at the same time, a mind which was
angry at the guy who shot and at the same time happy
that not my friend or more people were hurt. Also I felt
guilty of using the bathroom and becoming a hold-up.
I have heard from a formula one driver that it is the
best to have a direct confrontation of the mind and
the place or action which hurt you. I also heard that
the mind tries to banish these hurting situations into a
grey zone, so you have to act immediately.
When we arrived at the street to grab a taxi, which was
not so easy as a lot of people tried to leave and drown
their memories in alcohol, some acquaintances were
apologizing for the situation, but of course I am neither
angry at China nor the clubs.
So for the future I cannot write any note to myself to
avoid such situations, the only way is to just not attend,
but if we would leave out all fun or adventures which
are linked a little with danger then we could not even
cross the street. This is an accident which could have
happened everywhere and an event which is always
unfortunate and nearly unstoppable, but an event
which will stick to my mind until I die or until Alzheimer has arrived. Nothing can change my deep love to
this country. Only one thing changed and that is that I
have one more interesting story to tell.
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DotA: An eSport Dream
by Patrick Kasper
What once started out as a simple AoS-style funmap
created by some blokes mostly out of boredom has
become a fully-fledged eSports game. There are multiple non-freeware clones like “Heroes of Newerth” or
“League of Legends” and the current DotA developer,
known by the name IceFrog is now working together
with Valve to create a standalone version. So its story is
pretty much the same like the way Counter-Strike has
become famous.
Some of the largest international DotA tournaments
in 2009 were the Dreamhack LAN-events and the
“SMM Grand National DotA tournament” in Malaysia.
With DotA still being a RTS game it is obvious where the leading teams come from. They pretty much all
come from the Asian continent. To be precise: China.
All SMM podium places for instance were awarded to
teams coming from the People’s Republic. The reason
for these results is the fact that Chinese gamers train
much, much more than their rivals from Europe.
With DotA receiving game-changing updates every
once in a while it is essential to adapt to the new items
and heroes as fast as possible. This requires intense
studies and training. With Asian teams spending way
more time doing so, everyone can see the outcome
when watching a game. Whilst “European-DotA” is
known as very passive, “Asian-DotA” does not wait for
the opponent to make a move. For the observer this
is more entertaining to watch because there are more
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fights and more Herokills making the game fast paced.
Now that DotA players have reached the level of professional gamers, there is money involved. And where
is money involved, there problems come up. In October team Fnatic switched to AEON.int whilst the
Fnatic management still had valid contracts with the
players. The team said right from the beginning that
they would stick with Fnatic until they would receive
a better opportunity elsewhere. This seemed to have
changed since the Fnatic management disagreed with
their team leaving. So after 48 hours the team was back
playing for Fnatic and the Team manager David ‘DrunKin’ Pella had to leave and the players fell from grace
with the clan management. As a result the players will
leave in January when the contracts finally expire.
So during the year 2009 DotA’s popularity continuously rose and is becoming more and more a generally accepted eSports game. But in its wake there
are some predators eager to steal the show. The most
promising candidate is definitely Heroes of Newerth
which is almost completely identical with DotA but has
an improved matchmaking system and its graphics are
up to date. It still is in a beta-phase and there are new
features implemented with every update. So it might
become “DotA simplicity vs. HoN eye-candy” in 2010.
Either way, when the IceFrog-Valve collaboration releases a product, the cards will be shuffled again…

How a Hobby Became
Some Kind of Destiny
by Matthias Meyer

I was 13 years old when I got my first real good PC.
Well, it wasn‘t really mine, it was placed in my father‘s
office but was only used by me and nobody else, so you
could say it was mine. Thanks to my father‘s interest
in all kinds of IT I had everything a young NES/SNES/
PS freak could dream of. I had the fastest internet connection you were able to get in these times – I think it
was dual ISDN, a very fast PC and of course flatrate,
which was both blessing and bale combined in one machine made by the devil. As you can imagine, I spent a
lot of time in front of the PC, discovering the internet,
started chatting, getting used to write everything with
a keyboard instead of using a pen – how medievalist.
I really became some kind of nerd but still in a „life
kind“ way. It all ended when a friend of mine showed
me Counter-Strike, my digital companion since then.
Everything I did, I wanted to do and what I do today is
linked to this game. At that time I was also presenter
at a dancing school every Saturday. Commentating became my passion. I enjoyed helping people having fun

on their party nights, on their free time. But I got into
a dispute with my former „boss“ when I told him that I
didn‘t want to spare my free time on Saturdays helping
him to earn money without getting anything out of it
but fun. On top of that it is of course forbidden to employ children. So I decided to stop „working“ for him
and focused on school again. I actually was a good pupil. At elementary school I got an offer to leap the first
two grades, because with six years I already was able to
do 3rd grade maths and was able to fluently read and
my writing skills were above average. But my parents
decided to put me into 1st grade and afterwards I‘m
really thankful for that. I finished elementary school
with the best marks you can get in Germany and anvanced to a Gymnasium. Thenceforward everything
went wrong.
All of my friends – I really mean ALL of my friends –
went to secondary school which was next to my Gymnasium but it wasn‘t the same. They met new friends,
hung around with them in their breaks and so on. But I
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didn‘t want to make new friends, I liked the old ones so
why making new ones? So I became the guy who preferred to stay at home/my father‘s office after school.
In the 9th grade something went terribly wrong. I
failed that grade twice in a row, which made me go to
the „Hauptschule“. I had to look that word up for you
and all I found was: „General-education secondary
school (level I, yrs 5-9), oriented to the world of work,
compulsory for all pupils who do not transfer to other
secondary schools“ But that‘s just the political way to
describe it. If you ask me, „Hauptschule“ is just a place,
where all the super lazy or the super dumb pupils have
to go. The guys who aren‘t „able“ to graduate from the
„high class“ school grounds. Whatever you call it, it just
sucks. Anyway, I failed at graduating 9th grade at the
Gymnasium thanks to Counter-Strike. My whole 9th
grade was dull. I got up at 4 A.M., stole the keys of my
father‘s office, which was five minutes away from home
by foot. There I played Counter-Strike until 6 A.M.,
went back home because of the keys, otherwise my parents would have noticed how my days started. I grabbed my school bag and went to school. After school I
went directly to my father‘s office for playing CounterStrike until 10 P.M. On the next day I got up at 4 A.M.,
stole the keys of my father‘s office.... and so on. Almost
all of my days at my 9th grade year were like that so
you can imagine how deep the hole was I fell into. I
was really addicted to the Internet, Counter-Strike and
everything. Because I graduated from the Hauptschule

with a good B I went to a „Werkrealschule“ where you
can get a graduation for secondary school and after
that, I went to a Gymnasium again where I did my final
secondary-school examinations.
It was a long way to go and I had to rethink so many
things in my life but after all, I took the right way. In
2002, I made a decision which would change my life.
There was a high tide in Germany which caused a lot of
damage on and in buildings around the river „Oder“.
A village hit by that disaster called „Dohna“ was the
destination of an organization named „Gamer gegen
Flut!“ („Gamers against flood!“ ; http://www.lanparty.de/news/14542/). I read about it on the internet, it
was the departure day and so I had no time to think.
It was an instant decision. I packed everything what a
15 year old boy would need to take the fight against a
lot of mud, dirt and physical stress and hurried to the
train station. From there I had to get to „Frankfurt am
Main“, where I met the person co-responsible for my
passion for commentating games: Matthias ‚Knochen‘
Remmert. He was there for esu.radio, doing interviews
with the organizer of „Gamer gegen Flut!“ and some of
the helpers. I didn‘t know that there was a radio station or platform for „normal“ people like me who just
wanted to do some radio streaming. When I got back
from Dohna, I directly informed myself about radio
stations on the internet and found out that there was
a big station called „#Musik“. I became a member of
that station and program director for half a year, res-

„Whatever you do,
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ponsible for the main stream where charts were being
played and still are being played when you listen to the
stream today.
But after one year I had the same discussion with the
project leader as I had with my former boss at the
dancing school. I offered almost all of my freetime to
bring the project forward and all I got was a „thank
you“ while there were guys who took advantage of the
constantly increasing number of listeners. Knochen
told me that there was a radio station based on gaming
and as a still passionate gamer I decided to take the
chance. The project I joined is called „GameSports“.
GameSports is the 2nd biggest IPTV station in Germany. In the „old days“ it also covered LAN-Partys and
nobody thought of a constant IPTV stream. I started
my career as a commentator on the music stream but
soon became the founder of the Counter-Strike section
at GameSports. I coordinated up to ten shoutcasters,
which games they had to commentate on, created radio
jingles, concepts for shows and so on. Later I became
one of the most seen hosts on LAN-Partys and when
„Freaks4U“ (keeper of GameSports) created the „NGL
ONE“ I also was commentator and person responsible for the Counter-Strike IPTV coverage next to Knochen. After almost four years of being an no salaried
employee for GameSports, I asked for the opportunity
to start a training at Freaks4U/GameSports and got a
„Yes.“ It felt like my dream fulfilled. But there was a
big problem. I lived near Stuttgart at that time and the

Freaks4U office was placed in Berlin, which is about
700km away. So I had to move and broke up with my
girlfriend after a two year relationship. It was the second hardest decision in my life because in fact I was
quite happy and dreamed big with this girl but I had to
decide what was good for myself and I thought it would
be moving to Berlin. As you can imagine, throughout
the grammar of the last sentence it wasn‘t. Sure, it was
great to work for and in the eSports scene and there
were sure great moments I don‘t want to miss in my
life but in the end of the day it was a disaster. I could
explain why but this would leave much room for discussions and there are always two sides of a story.
That‘s why I want to leave it at: it was a disaster. After two months I missed my girlfriend that hard that I
asked her, while crying my eyes out, to give me another
chance. And she did. Two months later I quit my training at Freaks4U and went back to Stuttgart where I
planned to complete my training in another firm. But
something, somewhere, went terribly wrong. All I ever
did was commentating games, on fairs or LAN Partys,
doing eSports. Suddenly everything was gone. I was 19
years old back then. Fooling around was over! I had to
start to live, to earn money. I could not start again trying to make my way through another project, spending
all my free time for nothing. So I tried to earn money
on my own, as an independent commentator in the eSports scene. It was great and I met a lot of really nice
and kind people but I didn‘t get enough money out of

do it with passion.“

Matthias Meyer
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„I work for the industry
which means everything
to me.“
Matthias Meyer

it. My girlfriend had a great job and we planned on taking the next step in our relationship: We moved in together. And with that burden on my shoulders I wasn‘t
able to be myself anymore. I wanted to be the person
who earned the money. I am the man in this relationship. I am surely not oldfangled or something like that
but my girlfriend wanted to be a mother someday and
I wanted to fulfill her wishes. But as more as I tried to
be the man she wanted, the more I lost myself. I tried
to work and do something else but nothing made me
happy. I was lost in my own expectations, lost in the
relationship. I just felt like not being worth a single
penny! But the biggest problem I had was my own pride. I did so many things in my life. I was in charge of so
many projects, did great things, was host on fairs like
the CeBit and the Games Convention. I grew up with
the feeling being someone important in the eSports
scene and suddenly the only thing I always did great
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and always wanted to do great from a business point
of view, was gone. So my personality changed and my
girlfriend suffered from having a boyfriend who didn‘t
know what to do with his life. So she dropped me and
my whole world seemed to shatter. Luckily there had
been one sentence she told me two weeks before: „I
want you to go to Cologne!“ She noticed I was devastated but it was too late to rescue me or the relationship.
I applied for the position as a volunteer at ESL.TV, the
in-house TV station of the biggest league in the eSports
world. I moved to Cologne where I still live and where
I can work for me, my dream, eSports. Now I really
love my life. I work for the industry which means everything to me and I am the person I want to be.
Whatever you do, in eSports, at school, in your job, do
it with passion, because passion always opens out into
something great, if not the best, even though it sometimes doesn‘t seem like that. In this spirit: GO,GO,GO!

Gamers as a
Safety Hazard
by Christian Scholz

After the German magazine “DER SPIEGEL” had put
the game „World of Warcraft“ in the context of „Killerspiele“ (shoot ‚em ups), the travel guide „Hitchhiker
to the working world“ once more had to fulfill its educational role by answering the question: Should companies employ gamers at all or should they rather not
even allow the applicants to pass the factory gate for
security reasons?
Explanatory note by the editorial staff: ”Killerspiele”
is a term from Germany and Austria with a distinct
negative connotation. Games which are being called
Killerspiele are sometimes said to make the gamers
aggressive and escapist. Some people think that Killerspiele could train people for the army or make them
loose their empathy for others. German media called
games like Counter-Strike or Warcraft 3 Killerspiele.
Which proofs that they often do not really know what
they are talking about.
For those who do not yet know it: “World of Warcraft”
(WoW) is a computergame set in a fantasy world. The

gamer is represented by artificial figurines (avatars)
and fulfill certain characters with clearly defined abilities, which they can permanently develop. By cooperating with other characters and their special abilities
they are able to fight “the evil in this world”, for example dragons. No matter if in Business Week, in the
Harvard Business Publishing or WIRED: All these magazines agree that especially WoW teaches important
skills for future working life. According to Business
Week, this is mainly about the idea of a clear focus on
results, on permanent improvement in performance,
the intrinsic motivation and the idea of teamwork, especially characterized by shared responsibility, articulate feedback and mutual gratification.
At the same time, there are prominent examples for
people who play WoW: Steffen Gillett was at first very
successful at Yahoo and has been working as CIO at
Starbucks since the beginning of 2009. Steffen Gillett
is an avowed WoW player and successful leader of a
guild, virtually a “CEO” of a WoW guild. It is clear to
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„CEO of a WoW guild.“
Christian Scholz

him, that especially WoW is predestined to survive in
current working life.
This is why it has to be noted that “World of Warcraft’
(WoW) is a computergame that (1) helps to improve
important skills such as working in a team and commitment as an instrument of training, (2) has prognostic qualities for future top managers, (3) helps people to find their position within a company and (4) is
definitely fun.”
In a nutshell: WoW teaches considerable things. At the
same time, the player quickly realizes the quality of his
performance, because every WoW gamer has a defined
performance profile. Therefore one should look at the
role a person is playing in the game: Guild masters
should be good top managers, class leaders could work
as highly specialized team managers and as a connection of communication between top managers and employees.
But now the serious part: As a reaction to the rampage
of Tim K. in Winnenden, the German magazine DER
SPIEGEL had an article on this topic and called WoW
“a monster game with the danger of habit formation”.
At this point it is not necessary to talk about the poor
connection between WoW and rampages just as little
as we have to mention the elsewhere discussed difficulty of this article.
Irrespective of the reliability and accuracy of the SPIEGEL article, it is expressing its Zeitgeist: It is hip at the
moment, to argue against computer games and some
articles say that companies will not employ WoW ga52

mers! (Annotation: This is definitely not true for IBM!).
Since this article is supposed to mediate some advice,
two questions have to be answered: How should companies treat WoW gamers? And: How should WoW gamers approach companies?
The answer to the first question is relatively simple:
“Companies should positively judge World of Warcraft
in a job application if (1) role of game character and
result have been concretized by the applicant and if (2)
the danger of addiction can be excluded.”
It is unlikely that young professionals will become addicted to a game, since they are already a little bit older. Starbucks also did not ask the question whether
Steffen Gilletts past WoW activities were against the
position of a CIO.
It is more difficult to give the applicants advice: “Applicants should only add their WoW activities to their
applications if they (1) clearly apply to the job they are
applying for and (2) if they are sure that all readers of
their application will have a positive attitude towards
WoW.” Unfortunately, this will seldom be the case.
This is why we should act like the gnome in WoW and
not shout our abilities from the rooftops, but make use
of them, when the time has come.
PS: Douglas Adams in his Hitch Hikers Guide to the
Galaxy arrives at the conclusion that, he writes: “If we
do not get anything into this device, our chances are
small. Maybe it is some weird effect by vertical waves
of this planet and therefore we should simply travel
around.”

Probing the Sportiness
of eSports
by Emma Witkowski

We’ve all done it, well at least some of us reading this
book have – we’ve questioned the “sportiness” of eSports. Legitimacy to the term eSports, most visible as
manifestos on various eSports websites where “what
eSports are really about”, is available in various texts
for those “others” to comprehend (because we “insiders” know what it’s about, right?). The various arguments to support this include; gamers – often referred
to as athletes – pushing the technology and the game to
new levels; the additional aspects of practicing eSports
such as training and strategizing which are framed as
being sports-like; similar sporting characteristics such
as competition, records, formal organization and standardized rules, not to mention the seriousness that is
latched onto the realm of eSports. All aspects—in varying degrees—are used to tie together disciplines of
eSports as valid sporting activities.
The discourse can be boiled down to a small mantra
– eSports are easily comparable to traditional sports.
But are they really? In 2008, an eSports conference

populated by journalists, team managers, players,
and tournament organizers along with a handful of
academics took on the “simple” question – How far
away are eSports from athletic sports – only to come
up relatively empty-handed. During the audience discussion, the old standards were shouted out on cue:
They involve tournaments! They are competitive and
challenging! They are organized! But as a new media
professor pointed out at the time, we cannot be sure
that eSports are sports at all because we don’t really
know what sports are. Touché – what are sports?
Sports studies have fortunately been around for half a
century or so, and as a result there are some experiences to draw from. Even though the concept of sports
can be too slippery to place in a watertight definition—
as it is constantly evolving and context dependent—
there are commonly recognized (and recognizable as
we have just read) sporting attributes that we can use
in order to talk about any deeper similarities between
eSports and traditional sports. It might also assist in
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illustrating the elasticity of the term sport in general.
Formal characteristics of sports have moved about
over the last five decades. Various definitions have previously included; a requirement of team participation,
that sports demand preparation, or that “play” is closeto extinct in sports (in scholarly works play is roughly
framed as something that is free and spontaneous).
Whilst some characteristics have not held their ground
over the years, others that are broadly recognized
have proved more robust: Competition (winners and
losers), organization (establishment of trainers and
referees), rules, records and rewards (other than financial), training (time investment), and physical engagement (as in the end game state – winning or losing
– is a product based on the physical performances of
the players).
Right now some of you might ask – why bother? We
seem to have a gist of sports and how eSports measures up and eSports will continue to exist regardless of
whether it “fits” as a sport or not. I might argue – as
many a philosopher on sports has already done – that
such partial awareness is the very grounds for which
we need to strive to understand the concept better. The

concept exists in other places which are not so trivial;
namely the politics of the term “sport” – from the administration of sports funds on the national-political
level to the socio-political “healthy” sporting identity,
not to mention other significant issues (class, gender
and age to name but a few), which also are affected by
the use—or resistance of use—of the term (an example
might be how the situation of women’s “framing”—i.e.
should there be separate women’s tournaments?— and
participation rates in eSports might be reconsidered
from parties interested in a “sports for all” mantra).
But getting back to the formal characteristics of sports;
an in-depth analysis of various disciplines of eSports—
looking at all of the characteristics—would be fruitful,
but due to the space limitations of this article, we’ll
consider just one of the core characteristics which
seems to get tackled a bit awkwardly in the broad discussion of eSports – physical engagement.
From international sporting bodies to philosophical
and sociological descriptions, characterizations of
sport frequently point out that it is the physical capabilities and the exertion of the competitors that determine the final outcome of a sport – winning or losing.

„The sport of eSports is
a live experience on
bodily engagement.“

Emma Witkowski
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And it is this kinesthetic characteristic that has typically been the Achilles heel of eSports (mostly in terms
of reception into national sporting associations).
Generally, eSports representatives often refer to the
physicality of gaming in the hand-eye coordination
involved in playing eSports. Whilst this is certainly a
valid and important point for existing eSports disciplines, there are other—more subtle—indications to
be found, for instance when players describe various
sporting sensations related to physical engagement in
eSports. These sporting sensations are wrapped up in
a certain body knowledge, for example; at the elite end
of computer game playing, we can read of players who
leave the circuit (to paint a mental picture let’s say it’s
an first person shooting game included on the International pro/am circuit) who need to train up again to
recapture their top level of play.
Not that eSports is only about professional or elite play
– but the point of losing some “body performance”
with the game displays how it draws on body knowledge or a practiced body rather than “just” cognitive
engagement – as the player might know or theorize
the strategies and moves required to play at that level. A long term absence of the playing body results
in lacking the required body skill needed to perform.
Sports studies people say it better, “…sports participants have an understanding of how to do their sport,
and this understanding in not just cognitive but also
corporeal, developed by the body’s immersion in habitual training practices” [1].
Physicality is perhaps the most fluid characteristic
of the term sport. There are those sports which are
somehow painted as being more, for lack of a better
word, “sporty” than others (high body contact, fast
paced, mainstreamed sports such as football and basketball), as they offer us easily recognizable physicality
in their presentation of gross-motor skills and movement across fields and courts where displays of agility, strength, and speed are combined by the players in

order to facilitate play as they effort towards a result
– winning or losing. This, however, is not the same
formula or look of all recognized sports. For those
who enjoy the sport of NASCAR, the body wrenching
control over of a piece of technology displays a tour
de force of body knowledge; targeting sports such as
darts, shooting, and archery rely on another form of
body knowledge – the meticulousness care of very few,
very small movements (and very often under pressure,
as it is consistency, not time, that matters most).
These last mentioned sports seem to have to do a bit
more work in “explaining themselves” as sports – they
are not taken as readily on face-value. The same goes
for eSports. However, as many a FPS player will tell
you, when a tournament team runs a well trained
strategy to perfection or even when a casual player recounts a successful last second bomb-defusal, the sensations felt whilst moving about “with a purpose” in
the virtual environment sure does feel sports-like; in
other words “explaining” the sportiness of eSports is
easy. If you want to convince someone that the sport in
eSports is not a faux pas, your best bet is to get them to
play the game and internalize the sensations for themselves – the sport of eSports is a lived experience calling on bodily engagement from the player (however,
as a proviso, this may only work for those who have
played sports, the “others” might need more of the explaining).
The sporting sensations experienced when playing
particular computer games – the deep focus (flow), the
urgency of timing, and the importance of knowing how
to act/move in the environment are in part to do with
the formal set up, but just as importantly they are to
do with how our bodies are engaged in the virtual environment; our bodies become engaged in an alternate
manner. Whilst you do not see “me” running – you can
see me moving my “pieces” (in terms of an FPS, RTS
and the like) in a way that the timing—the movement
itself—is crucial to the outcome. This might be called
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Emma Witkowski

„eSports are
many things.“

a “movement skill”. A movement skill suggests physicality in the “how” of the movement; how the player/
avatar is moved and the efficiency and immediate performances involved in making each move, not just the
“where” of the move itself [2]. Here, we can envisage
our FPS teams in play – 10 players laboring to get the
advantage through their decisions on where to go and
how to go about getting there (preferably in one piece);
the players’ movement skill and responsiveness playing a central role toward the outcome of the game. As
mentioned previously, this does not only refer to “elite” players and teams (those who demonstrate exceptional honed physical abilities and set a bar for what is
possible at a given time) but amateurs as well – those
who shoot air-balls and do team kills. Amateurs have a
place in sports/eSports too.
This particular case in point feeds back into the notion
that sport is a personal experience. As many a sporting
scholar has written before – if an individual considers the sporting activity they are engaged in to be a
sport – such as jogging irregularly in the park, then
it is a sport. We determine how we play – we choose
the parameters; another jogger who is training up to
a marathon and logging and sharing her daily runs on
Nike+™ might consider her activity to be a hobby even
though her labours fit with formal characteristics of
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sport, specifically long-distance running, and sporting
sensations.
eSports are many things. They are situations and setups of competitive play mediated through game software across wires projected onto computer and video
screens. They can be games that engage us physically
through a combination of formal sports characteristics (rules, competition, records etc.) to bring about an
end-state based on our bodily performances. If nothing
else, eSports makes for an interesting challenge to the
very notion of sports. As a last second example, musical games inclusion in eSports tournaments makes the
question what sports are, or what they might be, all the
more compelling. A better understanding of eSports
may indeed enrich our traditional sporting notions,
and ultimately push the boundary for what human experiences are available through sports.
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eSports in the
Working World
by Tobias Scholz

How many of you write in your curriculum vitae that
you play video games and you are spending a huge
amount of time in this field? Be it as a journalist, manager, admin or simply professional gamer. In my
personal curriculum vitae I have most of it included,
beside the time when I was leader of a top 20 World
of Warcraft guild in Germany, however my time at
GameSports, eMAG and this book is in my curriculum
vitae.
Maybe I was declined at some jobs by reason of my
hobby, because the myth stands that gamers show
less concentration at work, their life-center is not the
job but the video games, and additionally they have a
sleeping disorder. Therefore I did not even get into the
next round. Still being successful in sports and being
part in voluntary work is something HR-people love to
read and see that as a positive signal for a good and
motivated worker. But wait. There are similarities between gaming, sport and voluntary work.
I have to admit, I never got money for my work in eS-

ports and spent huge amounts of time for interesting
projects, and this is in general normal for most of the
time in eSports. Many people do their work, because
they like it and see that they are doing something good.
An admin is necessary in every way in this scene and
many teams are unpaid or underpaid. Many smaller
pages or clans don‘t have the money to pay their news
poster, still somebody does the job. For the HR this
would in general signal that these people have effort
and dedication. Currently voluntary work in a local
sports club looks better in your CV than long-term admin at the ESL.
After over ten years only a small minority can live
from eSports alone, and still most of them have to be
all-rounders to live a decent life. But as in any sport,
people train and train to become better and successful. They spend huge amounts of time to get better. In
addition to this motivation it is important to see that
eSports is comparable to real sports. In team sports
people learn to participate with others, have to resolve
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conflicts, learn tactics and work/play under pressure.
With these points it is obvious to compare an application of a pro gamer to a successful athlete.
However, currently it is not positive to write your
eSports experience in your CV, if you are not applying for a position in gaming. I hope that there will be
some academic research to prove the positive influence of gaming and eSports on the performance of future workers. Especially the huge variety of games is
tackling different skill sets, which are necessary for a
vast amount of different jobs. Training of competitive
games leads to a training of competitive skills in the
working world. Additionally the working world can
learn from gaming, in each field of HR-development.
In recruiting it could learn from the integrated statis-

tics of games, like high-scores, achievements and so on.
In further education of the workers, with the motivation and fun people have in training with video games,
however Counter-Strike training can be tough after several hours, pro gamers still train and learn. One especially interesting point is the teamwork, it is essential
for a Counter-Strike team to fit personally and on the
skill and play level. If they fit they are successful and
stay together, like AGAIN (Poland‘s Wonder).
In a nutshell the future shows that eSports will have
an influence on the companies, more and more people
grew up with video games and eSports and therefore it
will be necessary to handle these new applicants. But
this is no bad thing at all, companies can learn as much
from eSports as they try to learn from sport.

„Companies can learn
as much from eSport
as they try to learn
from sport.“

Tobias Scholz
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Fnatic’s 2009: A Photo
Collage Kind of Thing
by Simon Bidwell. Photos by courtesy of fnatic.com and readmore.de

19th January 2009: After two years wearing the
fnatic colours, Oskar “ins” Holm called to an end his
illustrious gaming career, taking with him his trademark red hat. His replacement, former SK Gaming
player, Christopher “GeT_RiGhT” Alesund.
24th February 2009: Just two weeks after Holm’s
retirement, Oscar “Archi” Torgersen, one of the team’s
original members quit the side after three years, leaving fnatic with just four players before the upcoming
IEM Continental finals in Hannover, Germany.

3rd -5th March 2009: Rasmus “GuX” Stahl of Lag
Blank replaced Torgersen in the fnatic lineup, infusing the team with fresh blood. With only two weeks
to practice with the new lineup, little was expected of
fnatic at the IEM Continental Finals, but they took 4th
place, claiming $4000.00 and more importantly, nabbing the last spot for the IEM III Global finals a few
days later. It was a baptism of fire for their new recruits.

5th-8th March 2009: Now however the team seemed to be playing with a new lease of life. They romped
through the groupstage ending on a round difference
of +56 before storming through the brackets only losing 5 rounds to both mTw and SK. It was in the final they faced their first challenge, the Poles of MYM.
After a dominating first half performance on Nuke,
fnatic were 13:2 up before MYM staged the unlikeliest of comebacks, tieing the score up at 13:13 before
the Swede’s closed out the remaining rounds and the
game. The final will go down as one of the most exciting games in CS 1.6’s history, but it also brought to the
fore a more aim based game style that made fnatic so
dominant that weekend.
25th-26th April 2009: Returned to their throne as
1.6 kings, fnatic came into the EPS.SCA finals as favourites, but a resurgent mTw denied the young fnatic team the prize that weekend. The final left Patrick
“cArn” Sattermon looking visibly down as he was interviewed by ESL TVs Matt Rider.
2nd-6th May 2009: The disappointment of EPS.SCA
spurred on fnatic and at their next tournament, ESWC
Cheonan, they comprehensively beat closest rivals SK
Gaming 2-0, after losing to them in the group stages.
AWPer Harley “dsn” Orwall had an extremely impressive tournament, notching up huge scores throughout.

8th-10th May 2009: Next the fnatic train rolled into
Moscow, Russia, for the Kode5 Grand finals. Again the
final was an all Swedish affair, and again the pain kept
coming for SK Gaming with fnatic winning 2-0, taking
Nuke 16-10 and Inferno 16-5 as well as returning home
to Sweden with the $25000.00 prize.

24th-26th July 2009: Returning to Korea after
ESWC Cheonan, it looked as if fnatic would face local rivals SK Gaming in the final for the 3rd tournament running; however home favourites WeMadeFox
who made it into the final before hitting the brick wall
that was the Swedes from fnatic. Winning eStars Seoul 2009 also meant that fnatic remained the reigning
champions of the event, having won back in 2007 and
2008. After eStars Seoul, team captain, Patrick “cArn”
Sattermon, appeared on radio-show LO3 saying “we’re
probably the best team ever”.

23rd August 2009: To celebrate the kickoff of the
fourth season of the Extreme Masters, ESL held a ‘1.6
supercup’ at Gamescom in Cologne, and it was here
fnatic lived up to their infamous partying reputation.
After having enjoyed the players party the night before, fnatic finished a disappointing 4th, even though
it was one of the minor tournaments of the year, and
Harley “dsn” Orwall appeared on stage without his
fnatic jersey. Sam Matthews posed a particularly glum
figure after their loss to Mouz.

1st-3rd October 2009: Gracious in victory and gracious in defeat, the fnatic winning spree in major tournaments finally came to an end at the Intel Extreme
Masters 4 Global Challenge Chengdu, with a renewed
SK Gaming lineup exacting some revenge in a hard
fought final.

17th-25th October 2009: With the amount of prize
winnings fnatic had accumulated over the year, they’d
probably feel home in Dubai, the location of their next
tournament, but the team also showed their hunger
despite numerous victories, taking the EM 4 Global
Challenge Dubai, and having their revenge on SK gaming before beating MYM.Swe in the finals. All of the
top 3 finishers at Dubai were Swedish teams, showing
the nations dominance over CS 1.6.

11th-15th November: Over the years there’s been
one title that has eluded the ranks of fnatic’s counterstrike team, the World Cyber Games. It was thought
that 2009 might finally be the year the Swedes would
win the event, and there is a sort of symmetry in that,
fnatic’s first major title of 2009 came against the then
Poles of MYM and that their opposition in the WCG
final would again be the Poles, just this time under the
name AGAiN. And just like the meeting way back in
March, the match did not disappoint, going to quadruple overtime in the first map, Nuke, finishing 28-26
in favour of AGAiN before the Poles took Train 16-12,
leaving fnatic with the silver medal and fans a match
they will remember for a long, long time.

26-29th November 2009: With 2009 drawing to a
close, there were only two major events left that fnatic would be attending, DreamHack Winter and WEM.
After a long year the team finished a disappointing
5th-8th at Dreamhack Winter, but Christopher “GeT_
RiGhT” Alesund was seen showing off a gold SteelSeries mouse that his 2009 has deserved, having won the
eSports Player of the year, eSports team of the year and
Best Counterstrike player at the eSports awards as well
as his team collecting an estimated $153122 in prize
money.

Easy to Learn,
Hard to Master
by Camille Versteeg

We have seen many new games in the past few years
but somehow the eSports community is still playing
the games that got invented 10 years ago. There are several reasons for this of course. The one that I wanted
to point out in this article is the following: „Games are
getting too easy“. Something that has been happening
in the past few years. The problem is, that it is having
its influence on eSports. If eSports wants to be developed further it needs more gamers to start playing competitively but that is hard if new games are not suited
for competitive play. Why is this all happening? I‘ll try
to explain…
In the 90‘s and early 2000 games where primarily
based on single player. The multiplayer part was only
for the hardcore community, you had to download patches, join servers via IP, find opponents via IRC, basically it wasn‘t the most accessible part of the game. It
did filter out the non-dedicated people. The next step
in games was of course multiplayer, depending what
genre, it is what is happening in the past few years.

You could say that massive multiplayer would be the
latest milestone we have seen but that‘s just more of
the same.
While shifting from single- to multi- player, game developers encountered some problems. I guess you can
split these problems up in: actually playing the game
and the logistic part.
At the start of Quake 1 you needed IP addresses to connect via console to a server. Server lists was the first
solution that game developers implemented. A good
one for a long time, but not good enough. Their recent
solution in this issue is what we see today in L4D and
MW:2. You just start up, hit the play button and after a
couple of seconds you are actually playing. It is a logical and pretty good solution in order to solve the whole
multiplayer server/connecting problem. It generates
some obvious other problems which I will discuss later.
There are some other logistics problems like patching
and communicating. We all know the solution, there‘s
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one game developer that created a dedicated tool for it:
Steam from Valve. Steam is basically the shell surrounding the game and it improves usability. This tool is
just the latest solution in fixing all these logistics problems. Many other game developers are creating their
wannabe Steam or simply use it themselves.
So, making multiplayer games more accessible is pretty much solved. Wasn‘t that hard to figure out and Valve was the first.
People getting owned is the most difficult problem to
solve. There‘s no fun in getting owned; most players
will lose interest and will most likely quit the game.
Game developers came up with several solutions. Most
are pretty known and are implemented within the latest games. I picked out some outstanding game developers to discuss their solutions for not getting owned
problem and trying to hook up players to their game.
Valve did their first step in solving this issue in Counter-Strike: Source. It was a small step since Source was
never a high-priority game, more or less a showcase
of their new engine using the extremely popular brand
name ‚Counter-Strike‘. Their small step was making
aiming less important. They just did that by slightly increasing the hitboxes, Valve made the game a bit easier
and thus less people would quit.
Infinity started using points instead of kills as main
ranking. Rewarding people with points for all kind of
things is way more positive then having a K/D ratio.
They also did the same thing as Valve, maybe a bit
more drastic but everybody can agree that cod2 was
hard, cod4 got easier and their latest release cod:mw2
is the easiest game out of the series. A second thing
they successfully implemented is the levelling, achievements and other unlock shizzle. I call it the MMORPG-package. It has been Infinity‘s way of getting people hooked up. Call of Duty 4 started it and MW2 just
took it a step further. These days many developers like
implementing this package into their games.
ID-software didn‘t change their strategy. Well, as eve64

rybody knows, Quake 4 failed. It had several reasons
but ID-software stuck to the old strategy, their game
was hard to play and you get easily owned. It didn‘t
have a proper shell. Their current solution is of course
the playground called Quake Live. ID-software needed
to figure out how to make FPS games more accessible to play and how to keep players playing. Instead of
making the game easier, they came up with the match
making based on your level of skill. Not only for 1on1
matches, but public servers as well. They implemented the MMORPG package but did it less ridiculous as
Infinity. I‘m curious what they will do with all this experience, it doesn‘t seem to be used in their new game
Rage. But hey, this is ID software. Quake never dies.
The question is whether ID will kneel to Infinity/Valve
method or they are convinced that the Quake Live method will be enough to be successful.
Blizzard, well they certainly showed on how to make a
hardcore genre as MMORPG accessible to a lot of people. They managed to create tons of new gamers and
satisfy both casual- as hardcore- players. Not sure if
we will ever see a game of this magnitude. Accomplished quite a lot with just one game, one for the history
books. World of Warcraft is the MMORPG genre, we
cannot say much about how Blizzard will solve the general multiplayer troubles in RTS. We will need to wait
for SC2. What I do think about Starcraft 2 is posted
later in the article.
If you take a look at this package of solutions that developers are implementing within their games. I can see
some troubles for us, the eSports community. I don‘t
need to explain the fact why we don‘t like games getting easier. We want it to be ‚hard to master‘. We want
to have differences between players based on skill, not
on the amount of time put into it. Lately the amount of
skill input is fading away.
Second problem, with all these matchmaking solutions
and skill based publics, one other thing is fading as
well: dedicated servers. It seems that game developers

„Hardcore games
don‘t need to be
dumbed down for
new audiences.“
want to have control in order to solve this problem.
Hosting all the servers costs a lot of money, the p2p solution is a logical solution. ESports is created by modifications, not having that option is a big consequence.
Counter-Strike 1.6 was a mod and technically it still
is, Counter-Strike: Source has their promods, Quake
had it and Call of Duty had it. The only game developer
which recently created an eSports FPS game without
the use of mods is ID software with their Quake Live
project. We don‘t expect game developers to be able to
create eSports titles, we all understand eSports is too
small for that but disabling the option to have the community handle it is extremely harsh. It is a logical thing
that‘s happening, it‘s just not that good for eSports. Es-

Reid Schneider

pecially if this trend will continue and spread out. As
you can see the future of dedicated servers is uncertain. It‘s fading away. It doesn‘t need to be that way,
but it is the easiest way for game developers to solve
problems and eSports is too small in order to stop that.
Third problem, having a game including (clan)
matchmaking(based on level), cups, ladders, replay
websites, statistics etc. is cool, but it deletes the need to
leave the game and join tournaments/ladders on external websites. Why would a user still join a ladder and
do all this difficult stuff to play if you can just hit the in
game play button. Take a look at Heroes of Newerth, a
game which you can like or not but the shell surrounding the game is awesome. The website has all your
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statistics and replays, ladders and tournaments will
be hosted automatically, looking for matches(based
on skill) etc. all these features are already in there or
announced. It eliminates the need of a lot of tools and
websites.
If I need to guess how Battle.net 2 is going to look like,
it‘s sure to be going to look like the HON-shell and probably it is going to be better. Websites like ESL, Clanbase and whoever else out there will have new challenges in the future.
Games are getting easier because of game developers
who are implementing solutions for their multiplayer
problems and eSports does not like these changes. To
summarize the past and a possible future I created a
k/d ratio based on playing the game for the first time:
[Kills:Deaths]
- [01-40] Quake 1,2,3,4
- [06-20] Counter-Strike 1.6
- [10-18] Counter-Strike: Source
- [921 points] Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2
- (..)
- [1337 points] Counter-Strike 2
- [1337 points] Starcraft 2
Counter-Strike 2 and Starcraft 2; I guess both games
will have nukes and everybody will be l33t ;) Games
these days want to create the feeling that everybody is
James Bond. No matter how noob you are. Check out
the MW2 sales, it works!
Counter-Strike 2 will be I guess something that will
take a while. Valve has been working on the Left 4 Dead
series lately and their new engine is not announced
yet. In an interview Valve was asked about CS2, Gabe
Newell answered that the brand Counter-Strike was
one of their most important ones and basically implying that it was too important not to make a new game.
They also got asked what they will do if they will create
CS2, Gabe Newell answered that it was really difficult,
he confirmed a possible remake like Team Fortress 2
was an option. Personally I think CS 1.6 is near to per66

fect, so a complete remake would make more sense.
But hey, maybe they will make another showcase of
their new engine and just port the game. Who knows.
At least, the only freighting part is off course whether
we will see dedicated servers, mods and even less aim
required. It is the latest trend in game developers
land...
I guess we don‘t need to worry about Starcraft 2. Blizzard is taking their time to figure out how to satisfy
the big RTS-n00b community who just buys Blizzard
game because it is Blizzard (I guess mostly WoWplayers) and of course the freaking dedicated hardcore
RTS players who are still playing Starcraft 1. To make
a game satisfying for both you truly need to master the
motto „Easy to learn, hard to master“. I guess Battle.
net 2 will make sure the game will have a cool shell
including all the much wanted features. For eSports,
SC2 will be big, no doubt, but how will we measure it?
I don‘t think Starcraft 2 will lure tons of people to ladders and leagues, I think most of them will stay indoors
and not leave the precious battle.net. Oh and btw; I can
assure you that it is 99% sure that SC2 will require internet, Battle.net2 is Steam made by Blizzard Entertainment and I can‘t blame them! LAN games will still
be possible, you just need to authenticate online ;)
I hope you enjoyed my thoughts, vision on this subject.
I‘m also sure that this trend will be broken someday
or we will end up playing one mouse-button games.
Maybe the next step for game developers is the much
wanted „Hard to master“ part. It makes sense why this
would be the next step, it might just take a while. We
will see what the future brings us.
PS: I just finished the entire article and I was reading
a news item at gamesindustry.biz. Game developer
Reid Schneider (working for Electronic Arts Montreal)
just stated „Hardcore games don‘t need to be dumbed
down for new audiences“. It‘s really interesting news
article and extremely related to mine. Especially cool
since it is coming from EA.

The Trials, Tribulations
and Perseverance
by Gene Angel and Brent Ruiz

To best explain the story of ESport Fans International
(ESFI), I‘ll have to start at the beginning in February
2007. Try and remember what you were doing back in
2007. Fnatic was the best Counter-Strike team in the
world, the CPL had announced their Quake 3 world
tour, and the CGS was being hailed as the “big break”
for North American eSports. Myself, I had just moved
from my hometown Dallas, Texas to Bellingham, Washington, a sleepy college town north of Seattle. I had
been known in Dallas as a mid-level Counter-Strike
player and an up-and-coming dueler. In Bellingham
there would be no practice partners, no CPL events
just around the corner to train for, and no late night
LAN sessions. I had left Dallas to explore new horizons
and competitive Quake was old hat.
It was in this setting that Brent Ruiz (former SK-Gaming.com writer and National Gaming Association
editor) first approached me with an idea he had for a
new kind of eSports media site. Brent and I had collaborated on projects earlier and I knew him to be a

talented designer and a sharp writer. He invited me to
preview his early designs and let him pitch his idea to
me. What I would see then would shape both our lives
for the next two years. Brent‘s vision had everything
you would want in an eSports media site, with player and team profiles for professionals and amateurs
being just the tip of the iceberg. He explained to me
how these profiles would aggregate content related to
those players and teams and how they could serve as
centralized hubs of information. He had thought out
a circuit system that would unite the standings of major tournaments for each game, and, for the first time
ever, create a true champion at the end of each year.
He showed his plans for an event page that would localize event related pictures, video, scores and news to
a single location - another first for the industry. That
day, I signed on as a partner, and pledged my support
to help Brent achieve his vision for ESFI.
The development cycle for ESFI has been rocky to say
the least. As we fleshed out the mechanics of the site,
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it became clear that our project was unprecedented in
scope within the eSports community. With a meager
$6,000 USD, we set out to create the most comprehensive eSports site ever assembled. Brent had drawn
up great designs for the front and back end, and we
were ready to hire a programmer to make our vision
a reality. Freelancers would come and go, each assuring us the project was within their capability, and
each breaking their contract and ultimately abandoning their work. Brent and I would struggle with these
freelancers over the course of the next year, but after
thousands of dollars in programming expenses and
nothing to show for it, we came to the conclusion that
if we wanted ESFI done right, we would need to hire

We even got some flak from the heads of the G7. We
weren’t quite sure if it was because they saw us as a
competitor to their team’s websites, our ranking system or if they didn’t like the name of our company
(back then, the word “federation” was in our name).
Either way, breaking into the industry with a large-scale, innovative product helmed by relatively unknown
people was not the easiest of undertakings. This was
just the beginning of many obstacles that would seemingly not let up.
In 2008, we secured a $50,000 investment that would
allow us to hire a reputable firm from the bay area in
San Francisco. We sought out Silicon Valley development firms who had portfolios full of Fortune 500

„We finally launch in the
a full-fledged development firm. Our $6,000 budget
simply wasn‘t going to cut it, and would we need to
look for outside investment.
As we took the steps to seek investment, we began previewing our site behind closed doors for team managers, players and press. Our thought process was that
if we could partner with teams and players themselves,
we could insure our profiles were updated timely and
accurately. We would get excellent quality material,
teams would get an avenue to promote themselves and
their players, and end users would get an amazing resource to track their favorite eSport stars. Unfortunately, nothing in eSports is as simple as that. We expected a spectrum of responses, which we did get. Many
people were excited, others were apathetic, but some
we noticed were aggressive and challenging.
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clients. We needed people who understood the scope
of our site, and could deliver on their promises. After settling on a firm, we knew we were going to need
to gather a host of pre-launch content for the site.
We couldn‘t stomach launching all these great features with nothing in them. After weighing the pros
and cons, we decided to begin traveling and covering
events, some as “dry runs” and some to stock up on
interviews, photos, video footage, that kind of thing.
ESWC 2008 in San Jose, California was an event we
felt we really needed to have coverage of at launch.
Even though our launch date would still be a couple of months after the date of the event, we knew the
community would be unsympathetic if we had nothing
from it. With this in mind we set out to gather as much
quality content as we could. After a couple of days of

good, but not revolutionary content, we landed our key
interview: a one-on-one with the CEO of Games Services, Matthieu Dallon - the mind behind the ESWC.
We schedule a time to meet in a private press room the
following afternoon, and spent the rest of the evening
prepping our probing questions.
The next day we arrive for our interview, and start setting up our camera and audio gear. The press room
was on the third floor and it had glass walls that looked
out over the ESWC main stage and tournament area.
It was an ideal setting. Dallon scrambled in nearly an
hour late and after quick introductions, we were ready. It was only after we explained to him the concept
of the site, our profiles, circuit and event systems that

inside. We tried to explain the situation but were met
with only, “I don‘t want to know your name or who you
are! Just fucking leave!” The ESWC had not only denied us our interview but also our after-party. Those
bastards! Feeling morally defeated, we returned home
to find not quite what we were expecting to be waiting
for us in our email inboxes.
When we returned home we had found that our development firm had given us what they considered to be a
release candidate. For the first time we were able to test
our brainchild in a live environment, test our features
and see what was going to work out and what wasn‘t.
Unfortunately, it never got that far. The build they presented to us was, by any standard, an embarrassment.

first quarter of 2010.“

Gene Angel and Brent Ruiz

he abruptly ended the pleasantries and informed us he
would not be granting us this interview. After pulling
our jaws up off the floor, we could only ask why the
sudden change. He informed us that he couldn‘t grant
interviews to everyone, and that (and here‘s where it
gets interesting) website rankings were a sticky issue
and he didn‘t want to get involved in that. Never before had I heard of a major organizer denying a scheduled interview over a website feature. We salvaged
what we could of the event, getting as many player
interviews and pictures as we could, but we couldn‘t
shake the feeling that we had glimpsed a disturbing aspect of how eSports worked behind the scenes.
But hey, at least we had the after party to look forward
to, right? Unfortunately, Brent decided he would leave
his press badge in the hotel room and wasn‘t allowed

None of the intended functionality was working correctly. Everything was broken…everything. Many features had fifty or more critical, show-stopping errors.
The build just plain didn‘t work. We returned to them
and (gently) informed them that nothing they had given us was even remotely close to functional. They responded by letting us know that they would be terminating our project as it was no longer profitable for them
to continue it. We, in kind, responded back informing
them they were not at liberty to break their contract
with us and would finish the project to specification.
They disagreed. We sued. Our arbitration case is currently underway.
So here we are now in 2009, two years after our intended release date. I am pleased to report that ESFI
is still pushing on. Well, with one catch. We live in an
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entirely different eSports landscape than when we first
fleshed out what ESFI would be way back in 2007. With
that in mind, we have gone back to the drawing board
and re-tooled ESFI to match the community‘s current
needs, as well as what is economically feasible for us
produce having blown the majority of our budget on
a nonworking build. This lighter, trimmed version of
our original vision is in development at the time of this
writing. We‘ve had to cut out some of our more complex features. Player and team profiles will be less robust, and amateur profiles are now a thing of the past.
But, what our new build lacks in features, it makes up
for with new community involvement tools. Any member is now able to submit front page content including
news, editorials, event photographs and more. You will
be able to visit the ESFI website at www.esfiworld.com
when we finally launch in the first quarter of 2010.

2007 was a long time ago. Today, The CPL is dead
and the CGS forgotten. Even the ESWC is no longer
among us. In these times, we need to all look toward
the future and remember why we got into eSports in
the first place. Not just to put off getting a real job a few
more years, but to grow something we all love and care
about. We aren‘t going to grow the competitive community without working together and adapting to our
evolving situation. United, we can bootstrap eSports
and bring it back to its previous glory and further, but
only if we work together for the good of the community. ESFI will be there to help do this to the best of our
ability, and even though we’ve all had setbacks, we are
committed to the future. After all, even with all the defunct leagues and shuffled team rosters, Fnatic is still
(probably) the best Counter-Strike team. Not all things
change, I guess.

„After all Fnatic is still
the best Counter-Strike
team. Not all things
change, I guess.“

Gene Angel and Brent Ruiz
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The Irish Scene Seeds of Change
by Mark O‘Beirne

Ireland. A country renowned for green countrysides, a
love of the ‚underdog‘ tag in sporting occasions and a
fondness for the occasional pint of Guinness. Ireland
has had a turbulent history in the realm of eSports. In
the 1990s, Ireland punched above it’s weight despite
a below-par internet infrastructure. Ireland enjoyed
some success in QuakeWorld including a 4 Nations
Championship win at Rapture in 1999 while some of
the Counter-Strike 1.6 teams were able to make a name
for themselves on the domestic circuit and overseas.
Over time, as internet connections improved, activity
and the sense of community seemed to fade. Ireland
has a large demographic of untapped potential competitive gamers but the competitive scene in Ireland is
playing catch-up. BusinessWeek magazine stated that
Ireland had the highest percentage of home penetration of game consoles in the world outside of Japan
in 2008. Despite this. the Irish have never competed
in the Electronic Sports World Cup (ESWC) and are
currently ranked 62nd in the World Cyber Games ran-

kings.
Slowly but surely, The situation is changing for the better. Over the past year, a number of hard working and
enthusiastic people have stepped up behind the scenes
to kickstart initiatives while some of the homegrown
talent has produced results and performances which
have provided reason to be optimistic. Interest within
the scene and in the concept of eSports appears to be
growing.
Ireland now has a dedicated eSports site in the form
of eSports.ie which launched in November 2008 to
coincide with Ireland‘s appearance at the World Cyber
Games finals in Cologne. This site would be redundant
were it not for activity within the Irish gaming scene
and regular, local events. eSports.ie initially took on
a global outlook as many were unsure that the Irish
scene alone would provide enough news content to
keep a site ticking over. Over the year, the amount of
Irish news has surged. eSports in Ireland is changing;
will the Irish be world beaters? There are positives to
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take from the year but there are also some lessons to
be learned and some aspects to be improved before the
Irish can get to that level.
To tell the tale of how the situation has changed and
to illustrate the lessons and obstacles faced, the past
must be reflected upon. One year ago, the fragile eSports scene in Ireland was at a crossroads. A disappointing turnout at the World Cyber Games qualifiers
left many unsure what the future would hold. A mixed
performance at the finals meant that the Irish tasted
the bitter taste of an early exit once again. To add insult to injury, Richard ‚BioHazRd‘ Smith announced
that he was to step away from the Irish LAN scene
and the Irish World Cyber Games committee. In BioHazRd, Ireland had lost an individual who produced
results. BioHazRd was a gamer at heart and put the interests of gamers first for LAN events but was also able
to take on business functions such as the Public Relations and acquisition of sponsorship. Mark ‚Kinetic^‘
Kenny, who had retired from gaming after a stint in the
Championship Gaming Series and a turbulent World
Cyber Games finals was handed the reigns of LanParty.ie and would step into the void left by BioHazRd
within the World Cyber Games committee. So much
for retirement! Thankfully, Kinetic^ did not shirk the
responsibility and immediately set about kick starting
projects and initiatives. He was joined by a team filled
with a wealth of experience in LAN organizing, consisting of po0k, Doodee, Kharn, Asok, PPC, Sparky and
Strat. The result of the work of this team were two successful LAN events, run by the relaunched LanParty.ie,
with plans in place for 2010.

Kinetic^‘s name has cropped up within other projects
over the course of the year. An initial attempt to run online Irish leagues was met with initial interest but unfortunately, this did not carry over into outright participation from signups. Lessons were learned and since
then, other community members have taken on the
role of league organizer in more manageable chunks.
These leagues have been getting bigger and better with
every edition launched and could prove to be a valuable commodity in the introduction of new talent to the
concept of competitive gaming. Elsewhere, Kinetic^‘s
focus turned to the subject of National teams. A „national“ squad in Ireland has been the source of controversy and heated debate in the past. In 2009, Kinetic^
in partnership with Andy „abeyance“ Kildea attempted
to put an end to this with a formalized trial process for
those that were interested in playing for Southern Ireland (Munster & Leinster) in the EnemyDown Counter-Strike Source Regional Championship.
These trials exceeded expectations with sixty players
taking part in a trial for a team entering a fun, regional
tournament. Something that Kinetic^ and abeyance
acknowledged as being unheard of in Ireland. The final
band of brothers went on to finish top of their respective group and exited the tournament in the quarter final
stage to the eventual winners. A process like this needs
to be conducted on a regular basis for the Irish national
teams as it avoids the issue of „friend-picking“, brings
together the best possible combination and introduces
new members to the community; people who may never have heard of sites such as eSports.ie, lanparty.ie
or boards.ie. Ireland may need to rebuild that notion

„The situation is chan72

of “community” before moving forward and becoming
a serious contender.
In the past year, boards.ie has been somewhat a success story for competitive gaming in Ireland. boards.
ie is Ireland‘s largest Message Board and has been a
hub of discussion on a range of issues over the years. It
originated as a dedicated Quake forum and has grown
and evolved over the years. In 2009, a number of FIFA
leagues have been organized and seen through to completion thanks to the work of FutureGuy, Axwell and
Mr. Moon. These leagues have been organized for fun
with nothing but bragging rights at stake, but bragging
rights are an often overlooked prize. Leagues of this
style are important as they generate activity within a
scene, introduce players to potential playing or training partners, and introduce the competitive element
in a ‚laid-back‘ environment. There is a process of education and dispelling misconceptions regarding competitive gaming that needs to be undertaken and these
leagues are a good launchpad. Ireland needs this kind
of activity to move forward and to introduce the ‚everyday‘ player into the world of eSports.
October 2009 also marked the one year anniversary of
the first petition to create a dedicated ‚Fighting Game‘
forum on boards.ie. This initial request was met with
some skepticism and after months of fighting their corner, the interested community were rewarded for their
persistence. Over the months that proceeded the approval, the community dispelled any doubts that may
have lingered as they created just that; a community.
A dedicated niché of Fighting Game followers emerged and have created a microcosm of all that is good

within eSports. It is a community that helps each other
with practice sessions, has learned how to blend casual matches with competition and has taken control
of its own needs. When their competitive needs were
not being catered for, Jeffrey ‘Azza’ Yorke worked tirelessly to produce the first ‚Inferno Ranking Battle‘.
This event has grown from humble beginnings to what
it is now in it’s sixth edition: an event that produces
anticipated matchups, friendly rivalries, seedings, media coverage and Videos-On-Demand. The Fighting
Game community in Ireland has taken shape between
this event and the ongoing success of the Dragonslayers Ranking Battles in Northern Ireland, organized by
mr_kyle. The two sides have blended seamlessly with
support and travels across the border which has culminated in the recent 5-on-5 North vs South match (the
Northern players won this match 5-3). In addition, any
new event that is announced is met with great enthusiasm, constructive advice where necessary, and a helpful hand so that the event can succeed. This sense of
community, frequent activity and blend of casual and
competitive gaming is what every scene needs. Hopefully, this community can act as a beacon of hope and
a lesson to other gaming scenes, both competitive and
casual.
Finally, as mentioned, eSports.ie would be a quieter
place were it not for some gamers competing at the top
levels. Two of note over the past year have been Ciarán
‚kRoNic‘ Rodgers (Quake Live) and Seán ‚HotSwat‘
Walsh (Trackmania). kRoNic was always known as a
skilled Quake player within Ireland but since picking
up Quake Live and stepping up his activity, he is star-

ging for the better.“

Mark O‘Beirne
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ting to turn ripples into waves in International waters.
In his final Quake 3 event, the ESL Pro Series II UK finals, kRoNic picked up third place before entering the
arena of competitive Quake Live. kRoNic claimed pole
position in his Quake Live EuroCup group with only a
defeat to Sebastian ‚Spart1e‘ Siira, who was later removed due to inactivity, marring his record. A quarterfinal exit to Pelle „fazz“ Söderman ended a good run
in the competition. Ciarán has also been active in the
ESL GameOn (UK) Series and has qualified for the regional finals after consistent performances throughout
the series. Finally, after earning a spot through a qualification cup, kRoNic has the opportunity to finish the
year on a high as he is participating in the Intel Extreme Masters Quake Live European Championship. This
Championship gives him the opportunity to compete
against some of the best players in Europe in a competitive environment where performances and results
matter.
It has also been a year to remember for Seán ‚HotSwat‘
Walsh. His arrival within the Irish scene was a humb-

le, but spectacular one. In a fun Trackmania cup, the
Trackmania Tour organized by eSports.ie, HotSwat
upset the defending champion with nine wins from
twelve races. The next time that HotSwat ‚s name
would be heard would be the announcement that he
would participate in the ESL Pro Series II for Trackmania. A 2nd place finish in the league earned him a
spot at the UK finals where he would claim 3rd place.
Sandwiched between news of these impressive results
was the announcement that he would join the Team
Dignitas roster. It was an honor for the young Irishman and his statement after the signing ensured that
he would be one to watch for the future. HotSwat has
the dedication, passion and enthusiasm to go further
and develop his skills and he is certain that Team Dignitas and it‘s roster will ensure that he does. Despite
HotSwat‘s current involvement with Team Dignitas
and the ‚Stadium Team Championship‘, the highlight
to cap the year will have been his involvement in the
World Cyber Games finals.
As stated previously, the Irish World Cyber Games par-

„Gaming is competitive;
games are designed
to be competitive.“

Mark O‘Beirne
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ticipation was under threat earlier in the year and with
sponsorship cutbacks, all hope looked lost. Thankfully, sponsorship was secured but only enough to send
a small contingent. Kinetic^ went out on a limb and
chose Trackmania Nations Forever as the game that
Ireland would compete in. HotSwat secured his place
at the World Cyber Games finals relatively comfortably
and went on to rewrite history for the Irish. HotSwat
became the youngest Irish participant at the World Cyber Games finals and also became the first Irish representative to emerge from the group stage. One small
step for (an Irish)man, one giant leap for the Irish.
For Ireland to build on some of the successes of
2008/09, there are some lessons that need to be learned and some obstacles that stand in the way of progress. Something that faces the eSport world at large
is one of perception. Too much weight is given to elements such as online leader boards, kill/death or win/
loss ratios within multiplayer gaming at large. Within
the eSports community it is known that tournament
results, especially on LAN, is all that matters. Other
factors such as those outlined are subject to abuse and
boosting. There is a reason why many online heroes
do not have a career in eSports. Gaming is competitive; games are designed to be competitive. There are
winners and there are losers. eSports is an extension of
this but it is purer than simply an online or multiplayer component. Outside of the ‚boosting‘ element, there are many players who reach the pinnacles of leader
boards with a high ‚Did Not Finish %‘. Again, eSports
punishes this; there is no room for these kinds of players. eSport events should be embraced by those that
want to play ranked events without these situations
occurring. Quitting, boosting and unfair play are not
rewarded; they are punished. The better player is the
one who progresses. A change of perception is required
by those who partake in multiplayer gaming. eSport
arenas are the way forward. eSport events and tournaments are the situations that test skills and reward the

better players.
In Ireland, it has been difficult to find suitable venues
for events. There is the perception within Ireland that
it is a large country; the reality is that it is not. It is
just difficult to travel around at times. A point made
even worse when players must also bring PCs, consoles, monitors along with their own possessions. A central venue is an expensive venture to take on, especially
when trying to accommodate those who will attend by
keeping the costs low. LAN organizers are often left
with two choices: use a venue that could be considered
inconvenient or use a central venue that will bump up
the overall cost, without factoring in the cost of a place
to sleep. This in turn makes it harder to attract gamers
who, despite a poor broadband penetration rate, have
become accustomed to playing from the comfort and
convenience of their living room. Rather than focusing
on the cost element, all involved may have to find the
unique points of LANs. Gamers must realize how different, and how much better in ways, a LAN can be compared to ‚LIVE‘ gaming.
Sponsorship has also been an issue in Ireland. There
are certain companies that are willing to sponsor prizes, many that will not even consider sponsoring a LAN
event and a select handful that will financially sponsor
a LAN. Due to the proximity and parallels between the
Irish and UK market, marketing budgets are frequently allocated asa shared resource pool. As a result, Irish
branches tend to have fewer resources to allocate to
external projects, such as LANs. This has caused issues
in the past when LAN organizers hoped to cooperate
as some were unsure if their own sponsors may be approached by other organizers. It is time to look outside
the traditional sponsors but it is also time to approach
matters in a different way. Irish event organisers need
to learn how to provide a ‚Return On Investment‘ for
sponsors and need to be able to pitch the LAN scene in
a way that it becomes an attractive prospect. The smallest LAN can still reach a large audience if certain tasks
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are conducted properly. It is all about promotion.
There are a number of avenues open to event organizers in Ireland. Unfortunately, many have become
set in their ways at this stage and are willing to rely
on the few tried-and-tested sites. eSports.ie is a new
medium for event organizers to take advantage of and
2010 needs to be the year where they begin to. There are a number of international eSports events that
are highly regarded. It is the simple things done well
that should be emulated. Irish eSport events utilize the
double elimination bracket format of competition so
why are other elements not adopted with the same enthusiasm. When an international event gains a sponsor or announces a tournament, it is featured on the
event website and a number of external eSports news
sites. Irish events do not bombard followers with this
information. As a result, the true potential of the Irish
LAN scene is being hindered, This is about producing
a return on investment for a sponsor. Sponsors will not

Mark O‘Beirne
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flock to back a LAN if only a handful of attendees realize who is to thank. An event should promote itself
first-and-foremost but also take any opportunity possible to mention a sponsor and the full list of sponsors.
Rather than highlighting a brand to the attendees and
a handful of others who do catch the sponsor name by
chance, the sponsor‘s name can be embedded in the
heads of all those who peruse various promotional
outlets, read newsposts related to the LAN or are in
attendance. In doing so, an event organizer gains more
power when negotiating with potential sponsors. It is
all about brand awareness at the end of the day.
2009 has been a good year for Ireland and eSports.
A lot has been accomplished and much has changed
over the past year. There is potential for growth but the
foundation of 2008/09 must be built upon and lessons
must be learned when moving forward. 2010 could be
a promising year for eSports in Ireland and it is an exciting prospect to see how it all unfolds.

„2009 has been a
good year for Ireland
and eSports “

A Year of
Belgian eSports
by Steven Leunens

With 2009 drawing to a close I really wanted to review
what the year had brought for Belgian eSports. Belgium, as most of you know, is a small country mostly known for its chocolate, beers and Belgian frites.
Rightfully depicted as an even smaller country for eSports, the Belgian eSports teams have always struggled
to make their mark in Europe and few players or teams
ever make it past the group stages at the big tournaments. That being said we did have a fourth place at
the World Cyber Games with LowLandLions player
Laurens „Geenens“ Geenens grabbing fourth at the latest World Cyber Games for FIFA after knocking out
some top players. A remarkable feat knowing that this
is the best a Belgian player has ever performed, bar
former TEK9 Project Gotham Racing player Yannick
“Yannick” Gobert who managed to grab the bronze a
couple of years back.
Hope also resurrected with QuakeLive as one of the
top teams out there named Serious Gaming, sporting
talents like Cypher and av3k, decided to pick up a rela-

tively unknown Belgian talent called burnedd. Adrien
“burned” Denis has already been dubbed the best player in the world for 2012 by his management, something
all the Belgian fans out there are hoping to come true.
We’ve never had a true world star and having one in
the future could certainly help Belgian eSports gain
more publicity.
On the team front there are unfortunately not many
teams to report on but the good news is that most of
the Belgian teams out there have done well for themselves and continued to become more professional and
better supported. We also saw the rise of a new team
called the Antwerp Aces, started after TEK9 became
part of Heaven Media. The Antwerp Aces have also
been keen to start promoting eSports as a whole by
nurturing Charlotte Van Brabander as the best Belgian
female gamer and sending her on an extended tour of
shootouts to promote competitive gaming.
Teams aside there is also a surge of enthusiasm among
the people behind the Belgian eSports Federation, who
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will attempt to better structure and develop Belgian
eSports. It has been a very difficult battle for them to
fight and it’s hard to accomplish a lot on a short time
frame but with new and motivation, fresh ideas and
the right people behind the project we now finally have
the breath of fresh air we needed which will hopefully
start getting visible next year.
On the events side of things we did see a sparkle of
hope as it was an action packed year for Belgium with
a lot of smaller events popping up here and there and
more importantly the rise (again) of the Frag-O-Matic
series. Offering true cash prizes for the first time in
their long history the event managed to get a hold of
800 dedicated gamers again, closing in once more on
the 1000 mark they held several years ago. With renewed motivation and some creative ideas, the FOM
crew hope to restore the glory days of Belgian LAN
party gaming.
On the competitive side we had several events leading
up to the summer with the pinnacle of competitive gaming in Belgium being the Outpost on Fire series, this
year for Call of Duty 4, Call of Duty 2 and CounterStrike Source. Once more bringing gamers from all
over Europe (and even the US) over to Antwerp, Belgium – the series of events saw nearly 13,000 € cash exchange ownership as the best teams in Europe battled
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it out for supremacy. I’m personally very happy that
the event was once more a success and ran even smoother than the previous editions. With another one already in the works we’ll also see the best players in the
world in action in Belgium in 2010.
Looking at the more mainstream gaming section some
bad news hit as games fair NEXT decided, due to the
economic situation, not to hold a 2009 edition. Whether or not they will be back in 2010 remains to be seen
but one could only be very skeptical about the return of
this mass event.
As a tournament organizer, website manager, team
manager and more I’m in direct contact with pretty
much everyone who has got something to say about
gaming in Belgium and I want to conclude this article
on a positive note. I’ve found that over the years, and
in 2009 more in particular, a lot of companies have
opened up to the idea of having gaming as part of their
overall marketing strategies, especially in Belgium. It
is still a tough market and a hard sell but at least we
are moving in the right direction. With more and more
companies coming into Belgian eSports the foundation for players and teams to build their organization on
becomes a lot bigger and I’m sure that 2010 will be a
fantastic year for Belgian eSports.

„2010 will be
a fantastic year.“

„It is a dream for all
gamers, but then I ask
myself, where are you
now taz? Two times
ESWC championship,
two times WCG championship, in my
deapest dreams and
hopes I would never
have dare to think that
it‘s even possible
to accomplish
such a milestone.“
Wiktor Wojtas

eSport - My Passion
by Christian Exner

It’s december 2009. So many great events all over the
world have passed this year that you have a hard time
telling which were the best. But this year was different.
After the last years of continuous growth at the many
different tournaments and companies the global financial crisis changed quite a lot, making the eSports year
2009 a very unique one. Now, after many hard months,
we can say with reasonable certainty that our well beloved sport survived the crisis. Thanks eSports. Thank
you for letting us spend so many hours following the
action. For me, this is a very unique passion.
At the beginning there was only some green orc..
My eSports career reaches back to 2007 where I was
just some guy who played some WarCraft III 2on2
with a friend once in a while. Of course I knew the German leading scene page readmore and the broadcaster
GameSports already and followed the news and shoutcasts years before already, but it was in 2007 when I
first felt the desire to do more than just read and listen.
I started off at GameSports as an editor and not more

than two months later I had my first event at the NGL
ONE Finals at Games Convention 2007. That was the
beginning of an ongoing dream…
…but now?
Today, more than two years later, things are completely different. Not only that I have been the editor in chief
for two years now over at GameSports, with eSports I
really found a complement for my daily life. That of
course is pretty exhausting, taking into account the 50
hours that I work in my normal job, but for me, every
second I spend on eSports in my free time is worth it.
And after all this time I got something in return: The
opportunity to make my hobby my job, the best case
you can possibly imagine. Finally I got the chance to do
what I love full-time.
I visited more than 30 events in many European countries and even the USA, every single one a very unique
experience. It’s hard to tell which one was the best but
the World Cyber Games Grand Final 2008 in Germany was definitely ingenious for me as well as for the
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project of GameSports. We were the media partner for
Germany back then. It was an extraordinary chance to
attend such a great event and be perceived around the
globe. Having the opportunity to cover the world’s biggest eSports event in your own country is inimitable
and my greatest experience up to now.
eSport offered me the possibility of getting in touch
with so many great characters over the years, ranging
from professional players of all games and countries to

the fellow colleagues and even fans. Some of them I can
even consider friends. You won’t have that with soccer
or any sport other than eSports. The eSports scene is
still small, there’s no doubt. But it has its potential and
excitement, leaving enormous room for dedication.
So if you already thought about working in the eSports
scene – do it! You won’t regret, there’s so much to see,
tons of things to do. Contribute to your favorite project
of choice and feel your very own passion for eSports.

„Working in the
eSport scene - do it!
You won’t regret,
there’s so much to see,
tons of things to do.“

Christian Exner
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Federations
in eSport
by Dario Salice

In traditional sports, Federations are an important
part, since many years. In most cases, they are a wellrespected entity, within the sports scene and towards
organizations like National Olympic Committees or
government departments. In some cases, like FIFA,
they have the power over everything, which happens
with their sports. One goal, all sports federation have
in common, is to create standardized rules and provide
the chance, to execute their sports, for as many people
as possible. In some sports, like boxing, the spirit of
the unique federation did not succeed. Since over 40
years, multiple profit-oriented organizations, are pretending, that each of them is eligible to crown the one
and only world champion in professional boxing. Having several champions on the same level is confusing
for outsiders, and reduces the respect towards a title,
which should be the most prestigious in this area.
Up to now, ESports can be compared to the boxing
world, when talking about titles, rules and standards.
Many tournaments in eSports claim for the same (or

similar) titles. Not only, isn’t there any common definitions of these titles, but also the set of rules aren’t aligned to each other. Due to its nature, eSports was able
to grow, without any structures, over the past 15 years.
Since eSports is not limited by geographical boundaries, it grew different than any other sports we’ve seen in
the past. Having all these different national and international competitions, which came up over the last years, didn’t help eSports to gain a consistent picture. All
these tournaments, which claim to crown some kind
of a champion on different levels, do not match into
a tournament-landscape we see in other sports. Traditional media are struggling with this rank growth of
tournaments. ESports is facing a similar issue, when it
comes to rules. Over the past years, rules of different
tournaments and organizations have been established.
Having these different sets of rules, lead to frustrations
and disputes. Apparently it is not possible for competing organizations to work on common rules. That’s
where national and international federations should
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be able to support them with competence and resources.
With the role model of the traditional federations, national eSports federations have been popping up over
the past few years. They all wanted to fill the empty slot
they’ve seen in their countries, by starting something
new, which should remind of something old. These
new federations want to represent something traditional in a modern cultural movement. Many differences
are visible, between national federations. Cause eSports didn’t develop the same way and speed all over
the world, the circumstances where as different as one
could imagine. These different circumstances, makes it difficult for the federations to find a spot in the
landscape of eSports. In all honesty, the eSports world
hasn’t been screaming for such organizations, when
they didn’t exist. But, since they put themselves on the
map, expectations came up really quick. Like every organization, the national eSports federation faces many
stakeholders, who all have some kind of an interest
or influence. Due to different views and interests, it is
very unlikely to make all of them happy. Just to mention one interest group, we can start with the largest: the
community. The existing eSports organizations managed to build communities of different sizes over the
past years. These companies own the base of eSports,
the athletes of different levels and disciplines. Because
the existing organizations have been here before, the
federations have to find a sport where they can live
in some kind of a codependency. For the federation

to get to the same level as the existing organizations,
they have to create real benefits. So other will have a
real reason to work with them. ESports might never
get similar structures as football has, where the International Federation (FIFA) controls almost everything
about this sport. On the contrary, eSports should try
to strike a balance between its current vibrant groove
and some controlled way of growth. To keep this golden mean, private enterprises and federations have to
work together and focus on their strengths.
As hard it is for National eSports Federations to find
their place in the landscape, the harder it is for an international Federation. Where on a national levels
many organizations aren’t as focused on financial success, the international level is getting more and more
about big bucks. The first attempt for an international Federation is the Korean based IeSF (International ESports Federation), which was founded back in
2008. It had its first public appearance with the IeSF
Challenge 2009 in Taebaek (South-Korea). In the IeSF
Challenge, 20 Nations competed on an Invitational
Tournament in FIFA Online 2 and Warcraft 3. The
IeSF started in summer 2008 with national federations from nine countries. With the motto “make the
one eSports world”, this initiative is pushed from the
Korean eSports Federation (KeSPA). The goal, to unite the various parts of eSports, has been well received
by the original members. After the foundation of the
IeSF has been made public, the same reaction came, as
when the national federations came up. Although no

„What can the IeSF do,
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one was asking for it, everybody had his own expectations, which the IeSF should meet. So, again it doesn’t
matter what this new found organization will accomplish, it won’t be able to satisfy everybody. It looks like
history repeats itself after all.
What can the IeSF do, to get on the map? Or what
shouldn’t it do at all?
If the IeSF wants to establish itself within the eSports
landscape, it has to find a way to differentiate towards
the existing international organizations like the ESL,
World Cyber Gamers and others. The IeSF Challenge
2009 gives the impression that they want to compete
against the existing players in the market. This tournament, which has more a friendly character, is pushing
back the more interesting initiatives of the IeSF. The
IeSF’s will is to expand by means of member nations
within the next 3 years and establish standards in rules and training of referees. Looking at these areas of
activities, they won’t be competing against the others.
On the contrary, they will create an added value. The
field of the IeSF shouldn’t be much different from the
one national federations are working. As much as national federations have to provide benefits to their peers,
the IeSF has to do the same for organizations on their
level. Going down the road, the IeSF has to find a way
to put itself on the same level as the others. This hasn’t
anything to do with power, rather than respect and
common goals. If they find areas, where they can support the tournament organizations, they will be able to
fashion tomorrow’s international eSports landscape.

Since standard rules aren’t just a national topic, they
should work together on them. It’s not the goal to introduce new rules, but to manage to merge the different
rule sets to one applicable rule set for comparable tournaments within a discipline. From a competence point
of view, this can be done as a top-down procedure,
where the international federation, like the IeSF, establishes rules, which have to be followed by all members
nations. On the other hand, disciplines, which have a
rather local popularity, should be handled bottom-up,
since the national federation might be more experienced on the area. The difficult point for the federations will be to make these standardized rule sets interesting to the tournament organizations. In countries,
where the national federation has an important role,
when it comes to promoting tournaments, this might
be easier. Austria is a good example for such a country.
The National Federation (ESVÖ) accomplished to get
all organizations involved. This way, the will be more
interested to establish common rules and standards on
how to operate Online-Tournaments and LAN-Events.
The common view of the Federation is, that they are
here to provide some added value instead of competing against the existing entities. In a smaller county
like Austria, Switzerland, Belgium etc this is the only
way for it to work. If your garden is small, then you
shouldn’t be fighting in it. There are countries, where
it wont be as easy to get everybody on the same table. This mainly depends on how far the eSports community is developed and dependent on the existing

to get on the map?“

Dario Salice
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organizations. Germany is a good example of a welldeveloped eSport country, where a national federation has a hard time to find his place in the landscape.
Well-established Organizations don’t seem to be as interested in the federations’ services, because they have
the resources to keep everything in their own hands.
In such situations, the national federation has to work
really hard to create valuable benefits. Even in eSports,
money rules the world. So if organizations recognize,
that they can save money, and gain credibility by putting someone independent in charge of rules, and their
enforcements, they will want to work with the federation. Having trained people who can enforce rules,
and judge irregularities will be more important as the
industry grows and legitimating will be requested, are
getting crucial. In some rare occasions, the national federation doesn’t have to fight for its rights and place. In
South-Africa eSports is covered within the Association
for Mind Sports (Board Games like Chess, role play
games etc.). This Federation exists since the early 80’s
and established strong connections to the National
Olympic Committee and other government entities. In
all areas, which they cover, they are accredited as the
only Federation in South Africa. Without their saying,
no one is able to represent South Africa in eSports. Having such a situation creates a clear situation, which
everyone can follow. Regulations like that, might not
cultivate competition or creativity, but they avoid that
much energy is lost in friction due to fights for power.
With this organization, it is clear who can set regulations in South Africa. If they realize their responsibility,
they can create a good base for their national eSports
community. It will be hard to convince people to work
on such a federation, and be a part of it.
As in many other sports, infrastructure is needed
to perform it. In eSports one wouldn’t think about
a playing field or a coach right away. Game-Servers,
Bouncers etc. will be more on top of the list, when
asked about eSports related infrastructure. If eSports
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wants to evolve, it has to go to be more visible to the
public. Although eSports has been growing all over
the world, is happened aside of the public eye. One of
the reasons is the focus on online activities, which in
most places have been done in privately. This helped
eSports to grow, but avoided it being recognized by
outsiders. If federations want to build infrastructure,
they have to consider that it is important for them to
be visible. ESports has to be more accessible for people
who aren’t involve yet. The Danish eSports federation
is based on such an idea. They started to found local
eSports clubs, with their own training facilities, where people can exercise. To have a stronger connection
with a base, this is the kind of structure eSports needs.
These local based clubs build a foundation of national
eSports. From a federation point of view, this model,
as we see it in Denmark, makes a lot of sense. By having these points of presence, where people can meet
and exercise eSports, they build a strong connection
to the federation from a community perspective. Being
present, also gives eSport a face to the public, and makes it less virtual. This way the public can create a better understanding of what eSport is about. There still
are many wide spread prejudices about online-games
which have to be cleared. Getting people involved and
put eSports the way it is on a display, reproduces the
many positive aspects of eSports. With the annual fees,
the local members support the federation to expand
existing or build new clubhouses all over the country. This way a federation is less dependent on volatile
funding like sponsors. This is beneficial, when a federation starts to talk to local or national government
departments. Governments are afraid to invest money
into things, which stand on volatile funding.
The fact that eSports is the only sport, which is nondiscriminating towards races, religion or physical handicaps, makes it a great sport of the 21st century. These
qualities have to be kept and brought to the front of
the eSports image. These are the tools of lobby work

„They all agree on the
necessity of lobby work
and public education.“

Dario Salice

and public education when it comes to eSports. Although the federations have different backgrounds and
circumstances, they all agree on the necessity of lobby work and public education. How to approach these
goals varies from country to country. Due do different
organization on regional and political level, there is no
panacea of how to increase public awareness of eSports
and political support. Due to its nature a sports federation can be a better peer to the public and politics.
Being an industry-independent entity and not having
to react on short-term trends like profit-organizations,
a federation is considered to be more reliable. Using
traditional sports federations as a role model, they are
closer to the “classe politique”. One of the most difficult
parts of this work is to establish itself, as a competent
partner, when it comes to related topics. Politicians
all over the world tend to see themselves as specialists
in all areas. The federation has to present itself as a
consulting entity when it comes to its area. The line
between neutral competence and fanatic propaganda
is a thin line. Especially since politicians are usually
from a generation which never got in touch with new

media and technologies, they have none or little connection to this connected world with it’s own rules.
Being a part of an international Federation can be of
great value to the national federations, and more credibility towards its peers, like politicians, government
departments and local organizations. A federation has
to consider if it wants to go down the road to sports or
culture. Although the name eSports itself implies where it belongs, it’s not handled like this in many countries. Most federations have been more successful with
their talks to cultural departments so far. Games and
Online-Gaming is getting considered more and more
as cultural aspects respective cultural movements. In
Korea for example, the whole support from the government comes from the Department of culture. This road
shows to be the most promising so far. Going straight
to the world of sports hasn’t been as promising so far.
Of course, there are some exceptions. One could ask,
why eSports has a hard way of getting into sports. In
many countries the existing sports Federations see
gaming as a rivalry to their activities, especially in the
youth area. Many of them are already struggling to get
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enough new blood into their communities. If eSports
would be an official part of the sports organizations,
they would also face themselves to compete for funding from official site. Since eSports is practiced by
many people, many national eSports Federation would
have similar sizes as traditional sports. In this area national eSports federation are confronted with another
kinds of organizations, which are afraid to lose some of
their power and resources.
If Federations will find ways to offer valuable services
on a national and international level, they will be an
integral part of the eSports landscape. That’s the only
way to create co-dependencies between themselves,
tournament organizers and player organizations like
clubs and clans. Until we reach this point, it will be a
long way in many countries, but some federations are
already following this idea and setting examples for
everybody else, who wants to unite this fragmented
eSports world we’re living until now.
On a national level, they’ve been evolving on a constant basis. The financial crisis, which affected many of
the profit-oriented organizations, didn’t hurt the federations that hard. Considering this, shows the need of
National Federations. Where companies are well connected to the business and marketing budgets, a federation should get it’s funding from somewhere else.
This can be from its members, like the Danish model shows, public funding or both. The Idea with the
membership fee is not yet well established. Since the
beginning of eSports, the idea that is has to be free for
anybody is really present. In the past, this forced many
organizations to completely rely on marketing budgets
of companies. The idea to charge the players for being
able to execute eSports is hard to implement. National
Federations will have to find a way to provide some added value, to be able to charge money. Public funding
is important, cause they ensure a long-term work for
a federations. Whilst marketing budgets are being set
on quarterly or yearly basis, the public funding can be
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spoken on a more long-term basis. Although changes
in politics, can change their priorities, it’s not as volatile as with private companies. One of the main goals for
national Federation will be to get their financial funding, to be able to support eSports in their respective
countries. However, many things are going into a good
directions for national Federations, it will take some
time, until they find their place in the landscape of eSports.
The IeSF (International ESports Federation) in 2009
After the IeSF has been founded in 2008, it got its appearance with the IeSF Challenge. Although this has
been a good event, where players and member federations got an impression on where they stand, it’s
only to be considered a start. One could say, that the
IeSF didn’t reach anything in his first year of existence.
Being used of a different pace on progress in eSports,
it’s hard to blame such a point of view. Thinking onestep ahead, the IeSF started something important for
the development of international eSports. It managed
to connect 15 national federations to one entity. The
difference to organizations like the ESWC or WCG,
where organizations of various countries are getting
together is really basic. The IeSF members meet on a
common goal, which is not focused on a profit-oriented
product, but on the pure improvement of eSports on
all levels. It wouldn’t be fair to judge the IeSF based on
the same criteria as everybody else. The motivation we
can see here is a much purer and elementary one. Such
an approach has a bigger risk to fizzle out, without any
results at all. In case of a success, it can result in something stable. After the IeSF started with 9 member
nations (6 from Europe and 3 from Asia), it was able to
expand to 15 by December 2009. This growth is really
important for such an organization, to be able to make
a stand on being the only one international eSports federation. Not only towards the community, but also to
other sports organizations.

A Russian in the
Desert Country
by Konstantin Boes

Even if you are not into the quake scene you should
still know the name Anton ‚Cooller‘ Singov. The Russian is one of a few players who have been participating
in the eSports business for quite a long time already.
Quake 3, Quake 4 or now Quake Live – Cooller has
been playing for ages already. And his list of achievements is almost even longer. But he didn‘t only dominate on the gameservers, even outside he managed it
to call attention to himself with his well known trashtalk or his sitting posture while playing Quake, with
the keyboard on his knees, which a few other eSports
players adapted. The upcoming Intel Extreme Masters
Global Challenge Dubai of ESL will be his first Quake
Live tournament.
„We‘ve motivated him a bit“ says mousesports-Manager René ‚Rene‘ Lannte when fragster spoke with
him; successfully as it seems. Because if you look at the
playing time of his Quake Live Account, it seems that
Cooller is definitely taking the tournament in Dubai seriously. Or he doesn‘t want to disappoint his management. He spends four to six hours every day for his
1on1 games with the „Cooller-Account“, maybe even

more if he got a fake account as well.
Also his newest teammate Magnus ‚fox‘ Olsson is quite
impressed by the training workload of Cooller. fox says,
that you have to invest ten hours to get an effective
playtime of six hours. A level, which the Swede didn‘t
reach according to his statement. Still noticeable is the
fact, that Cooller is losing quite a few matches against
opponents he wouldn‘t have had to worry about on his
zenith. For example, Mikkel ‚GEKKO‘ Kvorning recently showed him his limits during the second Zotac
Cup. It was a close 6:5 win, but still it was a win.
Even other pros say, Cooller hasn‘t found his old
strength. Many blame the bad connection of the Russian for his „rusty aim“, because while almost every
European country has had its own Quake Live servers
for some time now, Russia had to wait for a long time:
For just a few days now they can play on servers from
Moscow. The possibility of bootcamping also drops
since id Software does not provide LAN-servers for
normal users by now. That means the ex-champion‘s
sole possibility for training is playing on the internet
and he looks like trying to bail this out completely.
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Many professional gamers say you have to play for a
long time and intensely, to catch up with the elite. But
after obtaining a specific level the need for training
becomes smaller. That is what you can read in most
interviews. But, is quake really like cycling? Don‘t
you ever unlearn it, no matter which Quake-part you
played? For Richard ‚noctis‘ Gansterer the answer is
clear: „You memorize how it is meant to be played. But
after not playing for a long time, it just doesn‘t work.“
So to say, some time for familiarization in required in
any case to regain the flow of the game and the rhythm
of Quake.
How long this phase takes depends on the player, of
course. The attitude to the game, the motivation and
the necessary know-how are just some elements having a share in the length of the time for familiarization. For Cooller it is affecting the procedure negatively
that although Quake Live does not bring that many innovations, he especially has to be familiar with the serious things like the spawn-system and the weakened
Lightning Gun. Despite all this, according to noctis,
a top-three-result from Cooller is not impossible and
above all Cooller can sparkle with experience.
Cooller has proven several times what he is able to

achieve when it‘s needed. „It will feel good to punish
ZeRo4 again after five years,“ was his statement when
having to face ZeRo4 at the ESWC 2008 finals. He
didn‘t maul his American rival, but it was enough for a
2:1 victory in the end. The French Kévin ‚strenx‘ Baeza
as well had to surrender with a 1:2 against the Russian
at the same event. And now strenx himself is dominating the European Quake scene – just online at the moment, but he is dominating.
Still it is getting obvious, Cooller feels more at home
within LAN than anywhere else and his management
confirms this. „Online tournaments are no skin off his
nose,“ says René in chat with fragster. You may not
write him off, even if he just delivered midclass games
at the past Quake 3 Asus tournaments in Russia. It‘s
justified not to count him inside the circle of the favorites, but as it is well-known: Everything is possible on
LAN. Coollers future in Quake Live is uncertain anyways. Should he fail to qualify for the Global Finals of
the fourth Intel Extreme Masters, it is unlikely that we
will see Cooller at any events. Probably he would use
the „free time“ caused by this to scrounge some prize
money at the Asus tourneys with Quake 3.

„Above all Cooller can
sparkle with one matter:
Experience“

Konstantin Boes
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Grubby and
the Tears of Chengdu
by Jonas Gebhardt

He is the King of Orcs and came to the World Cyber
Games 2009 here in Chengdu, China for only one reason - Grubby was on his way to become the biggest
Warcraft 3 player of all time as he had the chance to
win the maybe most important and most prestigious
eSports event on earth for yet another time; More often than all time revival Sky (who got knocked out by
Happy) and not to mention more often than Night Elf
hero Moon who didn‘t have much of a chance against
Infi and his tower power.
After making it easily out of his group and winning
also over Xelsing in the 1/8-finals, things looked promising for the Dutch player, also when he heard that
Lyn would be his next opponent. The Korean didn‘t do
too well after his Blizzcon victory back in August where he actually won against Grubby in the overall final.
Despite that it is also Grubby who has won this year
more Orc mirrors then Lyn. But on the other hand also
Grubby didn‘t play too great lately, which maybe even
made this a 50/50 match.
But everything should go totally different. Grubby is
able to take home the first map almost easily and I was

expecting already quick games and a WCG grand final
featuring the EG player. Though Lyn decided to concentrate much more on map two and three, did way
less mistakes and played pretty perfect games - games
that were so good that they were almost impossible to
beat. Grubby on the other hand played similar, also
avoided mistakes, showed some outstanding micro
moves and was totally focused. Those two last maps
were without any doubt the two closest played so far
at this WCG.
In the end two times WCG champion had to type gg
which left all the 500 fans trying to spot at the player‘s
screen, as well as Cassandra and Happy who were sitting close to Grubby, in a moment of total shock. A
strange moment full of silence was there, fans didn‘t
want to believe it in the first seconds after this final gg,
and Lyn precariously looked around himself and wondered what happened. He managed to knock out one of
the last true full time pro gamers. A guy who is living
the dream of thousands of fans, a guy who achieved
everything in his life, a guy who still can‘t get enough of
the sweet taste of victory and a guy who is so dedicated
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and serious about Warcraft 3 like probably no one else
outside Asia.
Shortly after the defeat I made my way through all the
crowd somehow into the players area. Finding a Grubby in tears. The same tears he shed last year in Germany but now those are tears of deep sadness and disappointment about dropping out too early. Through
those tears he glances at his screen, watches the very
last replay again - in half speed - shakes his head,
points at the fights and shakes his head again. Cassandra and Happy look helpless - and so does Grubby;
how could that happen?
When I asked Rotterdam later he says, „I can under-

stand the tears, as Grubby is a person who plays every
day 10 hours and lives for this game - and don‘t forget,
this is WCG and not just some random tournament.“
It was maybe one of his last chances to make the impossible possible and win this unique third title as no
one knows if WC3 will be played one or two or no more
years on a professional level (when StarCraft II comes
out). But the King of Orcs is human after all and it is
a good thing to show those emotions as it reminds us
how real eSports is and what big part it plays in his life.
Article published at mymym.com. All rights reserved
FIO Systems AG

„The same tears he shed
last year in Germany
about dropping out
too early.“

Jonas Gebhardt
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hoorai‘s Most
Valuable Asset
by Lari Syrota

Professional eSports as we know it today depends on
various stakeholders: passionate pro-gamers with the
desire to become the best, prestigious leagues and
tournaments with huge amounts of prize money and
media coverage, top-notch eSports journalists – and
organized clans with sponsors, player contracts and
fan merchandising.
Managing an eSports clan is a very versatile job. However, what many people do not seem to realize is that it
doesn‘t stop at keeping track of your players, booking
flights and searching for sponsors. There‘s something
else that is crucial for a clan‘s success: Building up a
strong brand.
I‘ve been in charge of the German clan hoorai for three
consecutive years: I was one of the founding members,
became the head manager a few months later, and left
the organization in 2009. During that time, I often
noticed the importance of paying attention to how people perceive you. Let me use this opportunity to take a
look back and show what can be done to shape a clan‘s
identity.
It started in July 2006. A new clan saw the light of

day and nobody out there knew what‘s behind the curtains. It‘s unsurprising that you have to face a lot of
skepticism if you come out of nowhere and suddenly
sign well-known teams and players. Our objective was
clear: Build up a connection to the community and
convince the people that you know what you‘re doing
and that they should keep an eye on you. Work on establishing yourself as one of the renowned top clans
instead of just being another uninteresting clan with
successful teams.
First of all, we put a lot of effort into being open about
everything that concerns hoorai and showing professionalism in everything we do. We wrote lots of press
releases aimed at the esports press and stayed in touch
with all relevant news-sites. When there was controversy surrounding our team, e.g. when our CounterStrike team got into trouble after placing second at
WSVG UK due to Niko ‚naSu‘ Kovanen not being fullaged, we didn‘t hesitate to inform the public about
what was going on. We also tried to provide as much
additional information as possible using our own website, may it be match statements or player interviews.
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Today, we would have definitely used Twitter and Facebook very extensively, but social media wasn‘t that
popular back then.
It‘s the end of 2006 when hoorai faced its first huge
challenge: The clan was initially funded by a private
investment, but we ran short on money and hadn‘t
managed to find a reliable source of income despite
several notable achievements. We realized this wasn‘t
going anywhere. It was inevitable to change something
fundamentally, and this was when I took over the head
manager position and started the restructuring.
I always believed that national clans have an advantage
over international ones because the target audience is
less diversified. Of course, it‘s great to have teams that
participate in major international tournaments, but
what about all the small national events? They only
matter if you have sponsors that find the particular
country relevant. If they don‘t, you basically burn money. You can‘t exploit your full potential if you ignore
the national marketing departments. That‘s why it was
logical to turn hoorai into an entirely German clan,
especially if you consider that most people in the management circle, including myself, were more familiar
with the German eSports market anyway.
The hardest part of this decision was to communicate our strategic realignment and the termination of all
contracts with our foreign players. What I had to avoid
at all costs was to completely ruin the reputation we
built up in the first six months, even though causing
some damage to the brand was inevitable. It wasn‘t an
option to hide until the dust settled. Instead, we were
very honest about the whole matter and admitted that
we made some mistakes. At the same time, we pointed
out that we didn‘t downgrade the clan, but changed our
business approach. As a matter of fact, our expenses in
2007 were higher than our (extrapolated) expenses in
2006. Germany is expensive when it comes to eSports,
yet our future was secured: We soon welcomed Levicom as our main sponsor.
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Indeed, we received surprisingly much positive feedback. Most people still believed in us despite our inability to continue supporting our international teams.
We still felt the need to set an example to take the
wind out of our critics‘ sails. Among other things, we
arranged a huge bootcamp with all our teams and combined it with a press event and a professional photo
shooting. Especially in Germany, where competitive
gaming is very online-focused and players usually live
everywhere across the country, having a clan photo of
over twenty hoorai members with good-looking team
clothing leaves a lasting impression. It‘s needless to
say that it was no coincidence we always used highquality jerseys – they were expensive, but the money
was well-invested.
As time passed, new opportunities to develop the brand
appeared. In May 2007, we signed the upcoming Quake 4 player Peter ‚cYmoZz‘ Sellmaier. He showed some
pretty good results in smaller tournaments and became
Marcel ‚k1llsen‘ Paul‘s main competitor in the national
arena, but most people didn‘t know him yet. We wanted to change that, so we promoted cYmoZz as the new
German Quake hope, as the one k1llsen should watch
out for. Eventually, we even arranged a show-match
between the two players. The match should determine
who the best German Quake 4 player is; it was directly
broadcasted on GIGA 2. Unfortunately, cYmoZz didn‘t
make it. The show-match was positive nonetheless:
Our player was still considered to be the only one who
could keep up with k1llsen for a long time. His participation at the i32 LAN in the UK ultimately separated
him from other talented newcomers. cYmoZz was recognized as one of Germany‘s elite duellers – and his
name is always linked to hoorai.
Two other good examples are related to hoorai‘s last
Warcraft III team, joining the clan in October 2007.
Firstly, it‘s undisputable that we couldn‘t keep up with
the world‘s best in terms of skill – even if we once defeated the MYM Dreamteam with Jang ‚Moon‘ Jae-ho

„It‘s great to have teams
that participate in
major tournaments.“

Lari Syrota

and Manuel ‚Grubby‘ Schenkhuizen in the NGL ONE
(that was awesome!). Instead of trying to maximize
our competitiveness at any cost, our focus was to be
unique: With an average age of 17.4 years, our team
was the youngest one to ever compete in the WC3L.
We also refused to pick up Korean players, knowing
that most of our followers come from Europe and they
would appreciate having another non-Asian team to
cheer for. Because of that, the value of our team was
very high compared to teams of similar strength. It‘s
not always about winning.
Secondly, there was an unpleasant incident with our
Finnish talent Samuli ‚elfittaja‘ Sihvonen. Gravitas Gaming wanted to transfer him to their roster, but our
negotiations did not yield any fruit. What happened
then was one of the most dangerous things that can
happen to a clan: elfittaja left our team to join Gravitas
despite his active contract, claiming that we had not
paid his latest salaries. What do you do in such a situation? Especially if there are people who think elfittaja might have „outgrown“ his old team and would be
better off in Gravitas? When you take a risk and invest

money into a talented player, it‘s absolutely appropriate to get rewarded for backing the right horse. However, not letting a player go join a team that appears
to be more competitive than yours is very difficult to
justify. Tough situation!
Any kind of compromise seemed out of reach, so we
informed league administrators about the happenings and publicly denied the transfer. When feelings
ran high and Gravitas issued a counter-statement, we
found it necessary to fight off accusations about owing
elfittaja money. We needed somebody impartial to
confirm the vouchers, so we supplied readmore.de
with proof that he received all his payments in time. In
general, the most reasonable reaction to such claims
would be to ignore them and keep quiet, but in our particular situation this seemed to be the better choice –
and everything worked out as planned. So far, so good.
A few days later, our lawyer confirmed that our contract was valid and, as you might know, elfittaja didn‘t
play one single match for Gravitas Gaming until his
contract with hoorai expired. No, that‘s nothing to be
proud of – it‘s a solution no one benefits from, all invol97

ved parties lose. Too bad there was no other solution
that wouldn‘t have called the validity of our contracts
into question. On a mischievous sidenote, Gravitas‘
Warcraft III team fell apart soon enough and the clan
doesn‘t exist anymore either.
The first year of the cooperation with our main sponsor
Levicom/Xilence XQ went very well, so we were equipped with a bigger budget in 2008. Next to adding some
strong CS:Source and FIFA players, we also signed a
very promising Counter-Strike team consisting of wellrespected players such as Christian ‚Blizzard‘ Chmiel
and Tim ‚silver‘ Hochgrebe. There was a small press
conference at the EPS Finals in December 2007 where
we announced our new line-up. The marketing manager of Xilence joined us, too, and we talked about the
background of the sponsorship and our objectives for
2008, stating that it was our goal to become the „third
force“ in Germany – next to mousesports and Team
Alternate. Actually, we were nowhere near mouz or
Alternate in financial terms, but this didn‘t prevent us
from challenging them. Everyone had been waiting for
someone to catch up with said two clans, and we wan-

Lari Syrota
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ted to be this clan. And most importantly, the „third
force“ label perfectly fit into hoorai‘s identity.
That‘s the whole point: It‘s not about writing press
releases or buying expensive team jerseys. It‘s about
knowing how you want your clan to be perceived and
adjusting all your actions to this. The big picture is
what matters. We always had a clear idea of what hoorai should stand for. Dream big, don‘t be too modest.
Always act in a professional manner, but stay playful
and young. Do business like a bottom-line company,
but don‘t forget where you come from. Treat your players like stars and your fans like friends.
Our dedication paid off. The Counter-Strike team
didn‘t live up to our expectations after a brilliant start
into the season, but that wasn‘t a major setback anymore. One year later, there is no doubt left that hoorai is an integral part of the ESL Pro Series. The clan‘s
teams continuously compete for the top rankings; the
FIFA division became German Champion in the first
half of 2009 while the CS:Source team placed second
twice in a row. The brand is well-established and has a
positive connotation.

„My job was done.
Time to move on!“

Stermy‘s Life Story
by Alessandro Avallone

“I’m a professional gamer.” That’s what I usually say
when someone asks me what I do for a living. Believe
it or not, 90% of people have no idea what that means,
but they always get curious, and they consider me lucky being able to do what I love as a job. I totally agree. I have been in love with any kind of competition
since I was very young - sport was everything to me. I
consider myself a lucky guy: my family raised me to be
who I am today and they have always supported me.
When I was about two or three years old my mum and
dad bought me my first console. My family work in the
travelling business, so my little brother and I grew up
lucky enough to travel a lot already at an early age; every time my parents came back from a work trip they
used to surprise me with a gift, and this time they had
bought me a Sega Master System.
Alex Kidd, Shinobi, and a MotoGP game were probably
my first games. Already at that time I remember myself being really dedicated to finishing them in a short
time, then asking my parents to buy me new ones - they
were not that happy about that. With time I started to
make deals with my parents; as long as I brought home

good grades from school every month, they would give
me video games to play. It worked pretty well for both
sides I would say! My career in competitive video gaming started around 2000. I was playing online from
time to time, but nothing serious. One day I bought a
computer magazine which promoted a big LAN event
in Florence; I remember going to my mum and asking
her if she would be able to take me there as I would love
to play only video games for a weekend with friends.
I was never the kid who asked his parents for expensive
or impossible things, I was always focused on school,
soccer and my hobbies. So when I asked my mum if
she could take me there, she didn’t refuse. I still remember this LAN as if it were yesterday: I remember
how excited and happy I was to meet the guys I had
played against online, how many new people I met
who shared the same passion for gaming, how cool it
was to buy my first “professional” mouse and to watch
the final between the best Italian players.
When I got back home from that event, I am not sure
if I kept playing because I just thought it was fun to
play some video games with friends online or if it was
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„Then the match that
changed everything for
me came along:
I had to play Fatal1ty
in the semi-finals.“

Alessandro Avallone

because I really, really wanted to play in those finals
that I saw at my first LAN event. I guess it was a mix
of both, but the latter is the reason why I practiced a
lot to become the Italian champion and fly to Korea to
represent my country one year later.
My parents came just to watch the Italian Championship Final and they were so proud when I won the whole event. My family, teammates and friends were all
there and having them supporting me and actually see
me succeed was everything for me. I was and still am
really proud and grateful to my parents for how they
raised me and what they gave me in my life. That is one
of the reasons I always tried my best to make them feel
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happy and proud of me when I could, at school, in soccer, or for example in that video games competition.
This memory will be with me forever. After the final
my mum didn’t really understand I was actually going
to Korea until my dad explained to her, a few minutes
after the final, that it wasn’t a joke. I remember her
face going white for a few seconds but then she realised
it meant everything to me. I continued as the best Italian player in Quake 3 until 2003/2004. During that
time I was also going to school and playing soccer at a
pretty good level.
That time wasn’t that easy for me. The high school I
chose was really tough and most of my teachers were

giving me a hard time because they didn’t really support the fact that I was travelling so much at such a
young age. Even though I was representing our country at the most important competitions, for them it was
just me playing video games. Also, after playing soccer
at a decent level since I was 3-4, I found myself playing for the same team through all these years. I had
the chance to trial for the youngster team of some important clubs, but somehow I never managed to get picked by any of them, mostly because at 16 I was still too
skinny and small compared to most of the other guys
at my age. I guess skill wasn’t that important at that
time and slowly I started to lose confidence in myself
being able to make it to the big leagues in soccer.
So I was 16 and ready to get into the competitive scene,
but lacked the experience and practice partners which
my opponents had. I wanted to become one of the best
players in the world and subconsciously I was doing
it. It was around spring in 2004 when I started playing Painkiller. The game was fun at first and I found a
couple of gaming legends playing on random servers
which grew my interest in the game.
I was thrilled by the news that CPL and ESWC would
use it as a main game in their tournaments. Not long
after that I decided to put Quake 3 behind me for a
while and just focus on Painkiller. It was probably one
of the best decisions in my life, since it was Painkiller
that started my professional career a few months later.
It was at the Electronic Sports World Cup in 2004 that
people started to really notice me as a top contender.
For the first time in my life I had prepared for an event
in the best way possible - I even attended a bootcamp
with other international players in Paris one week before the tournament. I went through the group stages
with no problems. Then the match that changed everything for me came along: I had to play Fatal1ty in the
semi-finals.
Love him or hate him, at that time Johnathan was THE
professional gamer to beat. He had won several ma-

jor world championships and he was also featured in
“MTV True Life: I’m a Gamer”, which I of course watched on TV and wished to be as good as him one day.
I didn’t know how good he really was, and personally
I don’t even know what was going through my mind
during the game. I was just really focused and I knew I
had a good shot at beating him.
I only remember a couple of things here and there
about that game, which I won in the end. It was the
game that changed my career. However I remember
everything else outside, the feelings, my team mates,
what people told me after the game and even the phone calls congratulating me. The next day, for the first
time in my career, I played the grand final on one of the
biggest eSports stages. I was 17.
Right before 2005, the Cyberathlete Professional
League announced Painkiller as the main game for
their World Tour. From there on I started travelling
monthly to different countries, getting paid by sponsors for playing and winning significant amounts of
money. It was my first year as a REAL professional
gamer and also one of the best years in my career, if
not the best. I had the opportunity to know great people, travel to these magnificent countries and grow as
a person. I got in contact with so many different cultures, I had the chance to actually see and explore the
business side of gaming, my first contracts, foreign ladies, the competition, thousands of new friends. Because of the decision to take part in this World Tour, I
had to change to another school which supported the
fact that I had to travel a lot, however I had to take an
exam at the end of the year to make sure I passed with
good grades. I was practicing a lot every week, going to
school when I could and studying in the free time, in
hotels and during my flights.
The competition was really tough but the top five players in the ranking were definitely on a different level
from the others and it was usually a battle for the top
spots between us. There weren’t many of us during
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this tour, because only a small elite group of sponsored players could attend them all. Turkey, Brazil, USA,
Singapore, Santiago and Barcelona were probably the
greatest and most fun events out of the whole tour. In
Brazil I had my first bad tournament of the year where
I placed 5th, but I will never forget how beautiful Rio
was and how much fun we had there after the tournament.
My practice during the tour kept changing and changing to fill the cracks in my game and improve as
a player. I was growing up as a person, dealing with
many aspects of life which I never cared before.
I also met a beautiful Swedish lady who I stayed with
for many years during this time. It was great to be able
to travel together and support each other during both
the good and the bad times.
At the end of the World Tour I managed to place 3rd in
the World Tour Final in New York, winning $70,000
- the biggest prize money I’ve won for a single tournament placement. This also led to an important sponsorship deal with the Fatal1ty brand, which I worked
with for a couple of years after.
The CPL died slowly and most of the Painkiller players switched to a new game, Quake 4. I didn’t make
an appearance in any Quake 4 event until June 2006,
at the first event of the World Series of Video Games.
However, even if I was in the shadows, I was preparing in the best way possible for the upcoming competitions. During the WSVG first stop, in Kentucky, I was
already in great shape. I won all my matches and took
home first place. That year we did not have the same
amount of tournaments as in 2005 with Painkiller,
but I kept travelling and competing non-stop. When
I wasn’t practicing or playing in a tournament, I was
somewhere else promoting my sponsors at some other
event. I also started living in the United States more
often, spending a lot of time in Los Angeles and getting
to know a lot of new people over there.
Quake4 was going pretty well for me - I took top two
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finishes at the first three WSVG events and also 3rd
place at the World Cyber Games. Italy had also won the
[soccer] World Cup that summer, so I really couldn’t
have been happier! My life had definitely changed a lot
during all those years. I missed home and my family a
lot at times, but I was living my dream.
December 2006 marked another turning point of my
career. I took part in the Championship Gaming Invitational, a video game TV show with some of the best
players in the world. Everything was played and recorded in a TV studio, with a live audience spectating and
cheering for their favourite players. It was definitely
something new for me but also it was so exciting. I always dreamed of playing in such a great atmosphere.
A few weeks later DirecTV announced the “Championship Gaming Series”, a completely new league, with
games played on LIVE television in America and then
also broadcasted in Europe and Asia. Unfortunately
they decided not to support Quake. After loving their
“invitational event” the lack of Quake in the league really brought me down to earth.
I continued to play Quake 4 and I was preparing for the
first WSVG event at my house in Italy when I saw the
Championship Gaming Series announce their Players
Draft at the Playboy Mansion. I wanted to go so badly,
not only because of my experiences at the invitational
event but also because WSVG hadn’t released any announcements for their 2007 events. So I made the decision to give it a shot. A couple of days later, I decided
to pick FIFA 07, since it would be the easiest game for
me to pickup in a short time and I already had some
experience in it.
The Fatal1ty brand flew out a FIFA player from Canada so I could get some practice. Everything was so
last minute; I was really freaking out and thought that
even if I had some kind of play style, these guys had
played Fifa for so long, so it could be really tough. I
tried to keep myself out of the spotlight and just focus
on playing without wasting a single minute. Time was

not on my side and I knew that I also needed some luck
going into this. I arrived in Los Angeles a day before
the draft, this time with a controller in my hand and
it felt so weird. Was I really going to play in a FIFA
tournament?
“This is probably the craziest decision I’ve made in my
life” I was thinking. “If I don’t manage to get picked for
this, I’m probably going to miss the first WSVG event
and a lot of ranking points for their next tournaments.
This is crazy, I have to make it.” This lovely bunny gave
me my pass and I entered the playboy mansion. Yes
I was at the playboy mansion. I was the happiest guy
on earth. I saw millions of faces I already knew and I
didn’t even know they were all attending. I knew how
big this league was going to be, all these players there
were ready to take a spot in a team. And there weren’t
many spots.
I probably had the most basic playing style of all the
players, but somehow I was managing to play well. I
was picking up some moves and shots from the players
and every game I played, I was getting better. I brought
with me a gaming laptop so after every session I went

back to the car and tried out those shots or moves in
practice mode. Some of them weren’t easy at all, and
that’s what I was really lacking from the few top players. I knew in my heart that I would have never been
able to master those things in 1 day, but I knew that
with my practice routines and regimes I would have
been able to compete with them in a short time. So all
the players sat in front of this stage where the managers where taking notes and getting ready for the draft.
I was sweating cold, I knew that at least five or six of
the eight spots were already gone to the top USA players. I knew I wasn’t the best FIFA player, and I knew
my games during the “combine” were only OK. However I probably had the most experience of all the gamers there, apart from a few old-school Counter Strike
players and I knew I could improve my game big time.
In the end I got drafted as the first FIFA Player by the
San Francisco OPTX. Believe it or not, I froze in my
seat for a second before realizing Kat Hunter had just
picked me. I knew she was interested and we had had
a good talk the day before, but I wasn’t really expecting
to be picked so early. I was grateful to be in that team

„I got drafted as the
first FIFA Player by the
San Francisco OPTX.“

Alessandro Avallone
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which turned out to be everything for me in the next 2
years. These guys became my best friends, like a family. We went through good and rough times but we always managed to get up and continue on our path. We
were always there for each other and living with those
guys for so long, it was one of the best experiences in
my life that I will never forget.
A few weeks after the draft we found ourselves all living together in private apartments on Venice Beach.
The Championship Gaming Series Season 1 started a
few days later and we started really strong. It wasn’t
enough though and throughout the season we were
unable to make it to the World Finals which featured
teams from Europe, Australasia and Asia that year.
All of us were really disappointed and sad, because
we worked so hard to get where we were. Each of us
improved our game and we were definitely ready to
play some non-American teams. We had never lost

Alessandro Avallone
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against Caroline Core in that league before, so to lose
the match that would qualify us for the world finals
was a pretty big let-down. But then again, these things
happen all the time in every sport and we just had to
go back home and work harder for the next year. And
that’s what we did.
I stayed in the United States a couple more months,
travelling every weekend to a different city to promote
my sponsors. It was a great experience and I had the
chance to work with some old friends.
I only came back to Europe in early October, and I
continued to do promotional events until the end of
that month. After that, it was time to focus on 2008.
There were rumours going around that the Championship Gaming Series might have added an FPS shooter:
Unreal Tournament 3. I practiced that game until late
December, only to discover that the games for the upcoming season were pretty much the same. So for me,

„This lovely bunny
gave me my pass
and I entered the
playboy mansion.“

it was FIFA 09 - again.
I started playing the game in January, knowing that
this time I had a couple of months to prepare for the
draft and I knew that my spot in the team wasn’t so
sure. We were told that each team could only keep a
certain number of players and that the remaining ones
were left in the “player pool” and that they could be
picked by anyone, or left without a team.
I knew my chances of not getting protected and therefore put in the player pool were high. I was picked the
year before and delivered OK results. I was probably one of the core players in the team but definitely I
wasn’t Vanessa, who could bring three or four points
for the team each match. Plus there were tons of players ready to take my spot and the media was ready to
write one of those “I told you so” articles and I didn’t
want that.
I knew that at the end of the first championship, I had
to step up my game so much more so that I could play
with the big boys. This time I had time to prepare and I
started in the right way. I created FIFA accounts under
a secondary name so nobody could track my practice
routines. Now I just had to practice, study and prepare
mentally.
A few months later I flew to Austin, Texas for the
season two draft. Meeting with my team once again
was great, I missed those guys so much. We all hung
out together before the draft, however we all felt like
something wasn’t the same. We knew that somehow
we were going to face some changes; some of us could
go home without a team, or some of us might be drafted to different teams. I managed to win all my matches and then lose the semi-final on penalty kicks. I
took third place. I was definitely satisfied with my overall tournament and considering my semi-final match
could have gone either way, I did prove myself to be
one of the men to beat that year.
On the back of my combine performance, Kat Hunter decided to protect me and so I was part of the San

Francisco team once again. I really worked my ass off
to show everybody what I was capable of with just a
little bit more time. Everything that was going through
my mind the year before, when I got picked and started playing FIFA, was just about showing the people
who criticised me that I was able to pick up any game I
wanted and get good at it in a short time. I had proved
that already in the past but I guess it wasn’t enough.
But now the people who believed in me from the first
day were still there next to me.
At the end of that year’s draft we had a couple of new
faces in the team and some old faces were unfortunately left home without a contract. Our manager put together a great team and we knew we had an incredible
chance to bring home what we had missed the year before: The World Championship.
Unfortunately the competition for everybody was way
tougher that year and like in any other sports team,
there was stuff we had to fix internally. I believe we
had something special with us, something than the
others team did not have. Our team spirit was always
so high, we were always there for each other. One thing
I remember is that we never kept stuff from one player
to another, we always kept things out in the open and
that helped us a lot to improve and keep ourselves on
the line.
We were doing well in the league and we managed to
qualify for the playoffs, however the team from Dallas
that year was our biggest competition. Our matches
were always so close and unfortunately, we met them
once again in the playoffs. Losing that match meant
going out of the American Championship and losing a
direct spot in the World Finals. However we still had
a chance to qualify as the Wildcard Team. It wasn’t an
easy task, though.
The night after our playoff match our team morale was
really low. Not because we wanted to win the American Championship, but because we were aiming at the
World Finals. If we wanted to qualify, we had to win
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against two European teams and the other American
team that lost in the semi-finals. We had to play them
the very next day, and losing would have meant going
back home few days later and another year of hard
work lost. We arrived at our apartments speechless,
nobody really wanted to talk or think about our match.
We were sad about how things had gone and we didn’t
like losing. We had dinner and then we had a team
meeting together. It was time for us to turn the switch
ON, erase what happened that night and work harder
than usual the day after to get what we wanted. And
that’s what we did, we played great in all our matches
and we qualified for the World Finals. Every match
was so intense but each of us was on fire that day.
To add to the drama of the close shave in making it to
the world finals, we discovered that our first opponent
in the tournament would be Dallas again. You can imagine what we were thinking this time. We all knew we
could beat them but we would have to play the perfect
game if we wanted to do it.
Everybody in the team played their best and it came
down to the last game, Counter Strike: Source. Our
team had been practicing so hard for that matchup,
coming up with new strategies and of course with their
best attribute, being fearless. And they managed to win
it for us in a great fashion (it’s a game that I still watch
on YouTube from time to time).
This match propelled us in our next games and before
I knew it, we were finally in the World Championship
Final; the final we had all wanted since the year before
and that we had been practicing so hard to achieve.
We all prepared and practiced in the best ways possible. We didn’t know how good our opponents Birmingham were, however we thought we were ready for it. I
personally think we made the mistake of going into this
match with too much confidence. And that’s a mistake
that is going to hunt you down, because when the first
mistake comes along, you are going to face something
you were not prepared for mentally: fear.

Fear of losing. Trust me, during a competition it’s not
easy to take fear away from ten people in a few minutes. Birmingham came out on top, winning $500,000
and we took the silver medal and $150,000.
It was a shock for us. Even if this happened almost two
years ago, I still have nightmares about that final. It
meant everything to me and unfortunately one single
mistake had cost us everything. Looking back at it now,
I do not have any regrets and I am happy about the
season and my team. We did great during rough times
and those kinds of memories will never be forgotten.
2009 hasn’t been a great year for anybody I guess. The
economy hit the gaming industry hard. The Championship Gaming Series closed down, a lot of other tournaments found themselves without sponsors as well.
One of the first things companies cut was their marketing budgets.
The Electronic Sports World Cup closed down and was
sold. The Cyberathlete Professional League and the
World Series of Video Games are no longer with us.
Gamers around the globe were left with just a couple
of tournaments: WCG, ESL, Quakecon, Dreamhack,
MLG and a couple of small tournaments here and there. Sponsorships have been harder to get. Living just by
playing became possible just for a bunch of lucky ones.
However in 2010 things look promising and hopefully,
after a pretty dark year in the shadows, competitive gaming will rise again.
I’m back to play Quake, Quake Live to be precise- the
revised version of my First game, Quake III Arena. I
have competed in the most important tournaments so
far and qualified for the 2010 World Finals in the Intel
Extreme Masters. I’m lucky enough to still be sponsored and to be able to keep gaming competitively. Even
if the motivation at the moment is not as high as it was
before (because of the bad economy in 2009), I will
always be there to support what was once my passion,
that turned out to be the greatest thing that ever happened to me.

Grubby My First Tournament
by Manuel Schenkhuizen

SK.MaD]Q[FroG’s heart rate is jumping through the
roof. I can hardly blame him. He’s treating a crowd of
over a thousand strong to a Warcraft 3 spectacle. I was
impressed when I was playing in front of a 150 already.
Not to mention, there’s an unfathomably big amount
of money on the line. And yet, it seems so far out of
the realm what’s normal and possible to be playing
up there on the big stage, that I can’t help but wonder
why these eSports celebrities would even be nervous.
It’s never happened to me to be a serious contender for
such prestigious titles, but for them it must be commonplace? After all, as I became aware of electronic
sports, there were already things going on seemingly
on the verge of my consciousness – the tournament at
Clikarena being one of them. Names like DIDI8, Insomnia, KaJ, ShowTime, Kiko and Zeus were “just there”, probably just as they had always been there, and
just in the opposite way as I wasn’t.
SK.HeMaN is his opponent, and the live audience in
the huge theatre is following the action in their native
languages. When I entered the theatre, I was treated to
a headset with several channels to choose from. Each

channel had a different language for the shoutcast of
the finals – there was English, French and possibly
German. While the two players are hidden behind their
respective monitors, the stage provides the spectator
with truly a spectacular viewing experience. Nine giant
screens display observer vision, player vision and the
heart rate monitor graph. During CounterStrike matches, though I didn‘t know it yet at the time, I would
have the most enjoyable CS-watching experience that
I‘ve had to date. Because I‘m not a player myself, I often don‘t understand most things that are going on,
but being able to look at 9 screens together I was able
to catch most of the action.
HeMaN ended up taking the match home, in what turned out to be my first live tournament experience. I
had to know, had to find out: is there going to be more
stuff like this? Will I get a chance to partake in another
such event? And what do I have to do for it? But before
I go on to tell you about future tournaments, I should
explain what I had to do to be able to attend this one.
It was a hot summer day, with hot, though not muggy weather. The kind of hotness that demands that
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you go outside and play soccer or go swim in a lake,
in a way that only people who live in temperate climates can understand, with very much a „seize the rare
opportunity“-kind of feeling. That same kind of hotness that, although it was pleasant, had no such effect
on me anymore. I had my sights set on the ESWC Qualifier 2003 in the modern Dutch city of Rotterdam. It
would be the first time I traveled alone to Rotterdam.
I can‘t remember how I found out about the qualifier;
probably someone told me. Regrettable, because that‘s
one of the questions I often ask myself: how it felt to
have only a very dim awareness of eSports and tournaments - and how I became aware of it gradually.
Anyhow, it must‘ve been that someone told me. I don‘t
remember if I was confident to win or insecure. All I
could base my estimations on were the results of one or
two recent Dutch LAN tournaments, which had pretty small-scale Warcraft III competitions which I won.
Additionally, online I had slowly garnered a name for
myself through the Warcraft III portal www.wc3addicts.com, of which the creator was a friend of mine. I
would upload any replays that I deemed worthy of publication, sometimes shamelessly so; by far mostly wins
of course, and occasionally with some cheese tactics.
A few times I‘d even upload replays where my opponent specifically asked me not to, or winning against
an opponent 1 out of 5 times, and then only uploading
the victory. Despite only showing a biased category of
my replays (I‘d sometimes upload a loss to even things
out), people liked watching my progress as an improving and up and coming player. The intermittent trash
talk of a young and brash Grubby occasionally made
enemies and sometimes entertained people.
And so it came to pass that I traveled by train to Rotterdam. I had learned that the PC Cafe, „The Syndicate“,
was visible from the exit of the train station. Despite
of the clear instructions, it took me over 15 minutes to
locate it. When I finally did, it was still closed. It turned out I was quite early, perhaps due to my eagerness
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to play and fear to be late. I began to worry I was somehow in the wrong place at the wrong time, or even
on the wrong day. When it finally did open, I was offered a seat behind one of the PC‘s. The cleaning person
was still mopping the floor, so it seems I was left in
before the opening time. Perhaps they saw me pacing
outside and decided to let me in early. I was relieved
that they seemed to know about the competition: I was
in the right place. My relief turned to bewilderment
as the person in charge matter-of-factly informed me
that I was the only contestant that showed up for the
Warcraft III competition. He promptly congratulated
me and informed me I‘ll receive information about the
upcoming trip to Poitiers, France. I could scarcely believe that no one would even try to fight it out with me.
Later I learned that with just 1 qualifying slot to give
away, everyone didn‘t think it was worth the travel to
battle it out with me, especially on such a beautiful day.
Then he went on to offer me that I could use the PC for
somewhat longer if I wanted, free of charge. I surfed
the internet for about half an hour, and then took my
leave.
Fast forward to the travel day of ESWC. My mom dropped me off at Utrecht Central station, with well wishes
and cautions. We were both very excited. By this time,
my mother had an improved awareness of what gaming meant to me. She had seen me play in front of an
audience about 50 strong at Netgamez, a LAN which
numbered over a 1000 people. Somehow, instead of
getting the notion that this was a time consuming hobby gone too far, she had become proud of me and my
favourite pastime. Likewise, I was proud of having a
mother who understood me better than I could hope
for. Getting in the mini-van gave me a feeling of anticipation, excitement and nervousness I had not known
before during one of the school excursions to England
or even my apprenticeship in the US as a landscaper
(also for school). Fast forward to the arrival, and I felt
like I was on my own. I got allocated my room number

„Nine giant screens display observer vision,
player vision and heart
rate monitor graph.“
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and made my way through the area to find out where
I‘d be spending the night in the next week. I came into
the room, and noted that I‘d share it with 3 other guys.
Somehow this was not a problem for me at all - I had
nothing to compare it with. Out of the 4 beds, two were
occupied, one was obviously going to be mine, but one
was rumpled though not currently occupied. Out of the
bathroom came a naked (save for a towel) warrior out
of „300“, the Greek Orc player SeGaL. He approached
me and demanded, „Are you Grubby?“ I‘m an honest
guy, so I answered in truth, though I wasn‘t sure if it
was wise. „So you‘re the one who flamed my friend in a
ladder game?“ If it was possible, he came even closer.
I asked him to refresh my memory, and he described
the game. It was a game on Lost Temple, and I was
harassing a Night Elf with my Farseer and wolves. The
Elf sent a wisp to detonate my wolves and hopefully
my Farseer to boot, but by the time it arrived there was

nothing left in that space - just his own DH. Detonating himself and seeing my wolves split off to the sides
with my FS being backed up, I couldn‘t suppress my
laughter and righteously called him a „noob“. It just
seemed like the right thing to do. The person did not
take in kind, and probably imagined all kinds of ways
for me to meet the end of my life prematurely. SeGaL
smirked to indicate he wasn‘t really going to beat me
up, and we became fast friends afterwards. Later on,
he warned me that he was going to towerrush me (by
this time I was a Night Elf player myself). I laughed
that he would reveal his strategy to me before we‘d
play, since we were in the same group. Later on I learned that there was nothing to laugh at (I lost 0-2, towerrush both games).
Going out for some food and exploring the area (scouting, if you will), I met other players such as a-L.
GenthO from the US, Cafone from Italy and even
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Showtime from Korea. I badly wanted to approach this
legend, who for me was a kind of idol. Except I was
too shy to do so. Amazingly, when he saw me he said
„Hi“ and smiled in a friendly way. I could not believe
he would speak to me or know me, but my esteem of
him only went up. I also found out about the schedule
of the tournament. I was to play the opening match of
the entire tournament, the very first game that would
be played at all. My opponent would be aT-InToX,
another player whose skill I respected a lot - he was
one of the first players I saw in a tournament, namely
in Clikarena.
I had no rituals, special preparations or anything, so
the next day I must‘ve just done my thing and made my
way to the tournament venue. It was beautiful weather
in Poitiers, so I was dressed in shorts and t-shirt. Did
I still have bracers? Most likely. Anyhow, I made my
way to the small theatre which could host about a 150
to 200 people. InToX was already there, and so was his
girlfriend (a gamer with a girlfriend!). Not only that,
but he was also being filmed by an actual local TV station. Apparently, he was quite the celebrity, and I could
not help but imagine that it was somehow planned that
the hometown hero would gloriously defeat an onliner
on his LAN debut in the ESWC opening match. Probably due to not knowing that I should be nervous,
I wasn‘t nervous, if that makes sense. We played on
Gnoll Wood and on Tranquil Paths in two Night Elf
mirror matches. On Gnoll Wood, I spawned top left
and he spawned at 12-o clock position. He skilled evasion on his DH before finding out my position, which I
considered quite a big mistake. I was bolstered in confidence - even InToX could make mistakes. Our DH‘s
met with level 1.4 on both of our heroes - he hadn‘t
gotten around to getting DH level 2 yet. With an equal
amount of archers coming in at a steady rate, and with
me being able to manaburn him for extra damage, I
took quite an early small lead which led to my subsequent victory. On Tranquil Paths, we got a much longer
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game with both of us racing to creep our DH to level 6
for metamorphosis. There were zeppelins and island
expansions and archers and druids of the talon, and
in the end I won. My debut was off to a good start. My
primary goal was not to do well in the tournament or
to finish high, but to dispel the belief that I was nothing
but an onliner - pretty good online but unproven on
LAN. Beating a star like InToX was a good step for me.
Eventually I passed the group stage and entered the
next group stage, coming into a group with Wizard
from the USA (then an Orc player), FaTC from France
and more. I beat Wizard 2-1 (losing on Tranquil Paths
to his tower creeping the dragons at the fountain), lost
to FaTC 1-2. The third game between FaTC and me
could‘ve seen me pass into Top 8 (and definite prize
money) if I had won it. It was a 60 minute game on
Lost Temple, and I had DH 7 or 8, master bears, master talons, dryads and beefed up upgrades. My Potm
was Level 6 or higher. I occupied all of the Gold mines on the mainland which weren‘t exhausted yet, but
he had taken refuge to the islands. With his Archmage
level 6, mortar teams, mass teleport and peasants in
zeppelins, he expertly destroyed expansion after expansion. My defensive TP‘s came too late or costed
too much, and I was too slow with Cyclone to cancel
Mass teleport. I hadn‘t thought of making a Kotg 3rd
to stop the AM. When I finally started flying around
with a Zeppelin to try and take the fight to him, he shot
down my zeppelin over the forest and my heroes died
a graceless death, including the 6 Druids of the Claw
occupants. I exited the tournament, but that was OK.
After the tournament, I had a chance to catch up with
InToX. I always admired the way he fended off towerrushes, and after losing to FaTC‘s towerrush on the first
map, and twice to SeGaL, I really wanted to ask him for
advice. He showed no bad feelings, and told me how
important it was to create a good base lay-out and what
to focus first. I was grateful for his advice. I was also
grateful for the entire experience, and I learned a lot.

„I was grateful for the
entire experience,
and I learned a lot.“

Manuel Schenkhuizen

Making friends through eSports seemed so easy! We
all felt like we knew each other already and everyone
was so nice. With everyone being from different places
and yet sharing the love for the game, there was no
shortage of topics to talk about. Through talking with
my newly made friends, I found out about the World
Cyber Games and its satellite tournament Euro Cyber
Games. I made a mental note of the dates involved. I
hoped I would see such cool people as TaKe, Gentho,
InToX, Cafone, SeGaL and others again.
ESWC was in the school‘s summer holiday, so there
was no conflict with classes. I believe ECG was just a
weekend, but my memories of the event are quite limited - I lost in the first round and it wasn‘t very sensationally set up. I did meet TillerMaN there, and possibly BoNd, which was pretty cool. By the time WCG
came around, I was playing for Four-Kings, leaving
behind my team eSports Ownage Netherlands (eSo.
nl]) with mixed feelings. They had been very good to
me - in that time I felt very proud and privileged to
receive even the smallest forms of sponsorship. For my
participation in Drome (a 2000 people LAN Party with
approximately 200 euro in prize money for WC 3), I

didn‘t need to pay the 45 euro entry fee nor did I have
to bring my own PC - I was able to play on a sponsored borrowed PC. It was truly amazing, and saved my
mother and me a lot of carrying work as she‘d always
bring me and my hardware to such events by car. I also
got a T-Shirt from eSo.nl] which I wore even at home
on weekends. Still, Four-Kings offered me a place in
their squad which opened my minds to the opportunities I could get. I‘d be able to play in the WC3L (if
I was deemed good enough for the line-up). Initially,
Myth and me were taken on partially to be a 2v2 team
for WC3L, but I quickly earned my spot in the 1v1 lineup. I was playing alongside gosu‘s like KaJ, Zeus, Kiko
and the successful FuRy/LaWn 2v2 team. Although I
didn‘t know it yet, by this time TillerMaN was already slowly stepping away from active participation in
playing clanwars and managing Four-Kings. I lost my
first few solo‘s for 4Kings, something which worried
me to a great extent. Though not half as worried as I
was before I was to play my very first Clanwar. I had a
fever, and I was feeling like it was the end of the world.
I didn‘t know how to tell TillerMaN that I‘d be letting
him down at such an important time in such a big way.
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Finally I mustered the courage and said I had a fever
and that I wasn‘t sure how well I‘d be playing, if at all I
could. He just said „ hey, no problem mate“, leaving me
feeling quite flabbergasted.
What place did gaming have in my life? Gradually, it
had gone from being a very enjoyable filler for my pastime into something I made time for. In addition to
playing with childhood friends, school mates and my
brothers, I was playing with the entire world, it seemed. My brother who had gotten me into Warcraft III
was slowly losing interest with the game, while my interest couldn‘t stop growing. I‘d play for half an hour
before going to school at 8 am in the morning, or would
come home from school in a 2 hour break (sometimes
even when I had a 70 minute break) to play some ladder games. When there was a new patch, I‘d print out
the patch notes and brought them to school, where I‘d

secretly read from it under my desk during Geography
class. As I was pretending to read my book, I was trying to grasp the implications of all the changes to the
different races and maps. When Tom, a friend from
school, noticed I was reading something off a piece of
paper, he asked what I was doing. We got to talking
about the implications (he is brilliant, and although he
doesn‘t know the game nearly as well as me, can pick
up on new subjects remarkably fast). Sometimes, I‘d
come to school on Monday morning with eye bags and
incessant yawning. When I was asked by my friends
why that was so, I‘d inadvertently make them jealous
when I said I won 100 euros in a Go4wc3 cup last night
on Sunday eve.
One evening, I visited a school friend‘s house in Vianen
(about 25 minutes away from Nieuwegein by bicycle)
for his birth day. We drank, acted silly and laughed a

„I never could have
imagined I would go on
to win two world championships that year.“

Manuel Schenkhuizen
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lot. I was impersonating a caterpillar on the floor, but
was asked to stop because he was afraid of his mother‘s
furniture. I was once accused of breaking a painting in
one of my friends‘ boy scouting club (serves him right
for being a boy scout), but I uphold to this day that
I was pushed and wasn‘t just swerving left and right
on my own. After a few hours, someone suggested that
we go to a disco. I always resented these suggestions,
because I didn‘t get the point of it. You either had or
didn‘t have a girlfriend, and probably wouldn‘t find
one in a disco or bar. The drinks were more expensive
than at the supermarket, the music hurt the ears and
made it impossible to have any kind of meaningful
conversation. All my jokes got lost in the wind and I rarely understood what anyone was saying. After saying
„what?“ for the fourth time, I realised it was not cool
and smiled insanely at what must‘ve been an interesting comment. Envisioning another night of this, and
spurred by a 01:00 appointment I had back at home, I
explained I wouldn‘t be coming with them. I told them
that I was to give a WC3 lesson to an American through
ESportsEA.com, therefore the odd hour. They accepted my excuse although they must‘ve thought it was a
bit weird. Still, that was kind of my part-time job.
I guess it came to pass like this, that I realised I was perfectly willing to make time for WC3, not just use spare
time for it. When I‘d have another tournament, I‘d write a formal letter to the school principle, asking to be
excused for a week. It was, I said, a perfect opportunity
for a student of the school to garner fame not only for
himself, but for Anna van Rijn College at the Albatros
also. Moreover, I‘d have a chance to win $10,000 USD
at this tournament called Cyber X Games. I did end up
winning it, and although the prize never got paid out, it
marked a very important part in my life. I felt like I had
never been „the best“ at anything in my life before, so it
gave me a measure of self-worth, confidence, pride and
happiness. I also had lots of fun with KaJ and Zeus,
tomato ketchup and holes in hotel walls. Permission to

take leave for a tournament was granted by my school
this first time, for which I am forever grateful. The second time I had to ask permission, it was not granted.
Although my school results were sufficient, they were
only just that - not sublime. Spending more time on my
school work was not considered to be an unnecessary
luxury. I was crestfallen. Strangely enough, I officially
fell ill in just that period, and was absent at school. Call
it youthful stubbornness, or call it passion. My grades
never suffered, but I would‘ve suffered if I didn‘t go.
This all happened in my second to last or last year. My
final exams came and went, and I officially celebrated
our graduation with my class mates at a bar in IJsselstein. For parts of the evening, my memory did not
match other people‘s memories of the night‘s events.
Perhaps this had something to do with a certain Happy
Hour and copious amounts of tequila.
The events described above that took place during
2002, 2003 and 2004, which were connected to Warcraft III: Reign of Chaos and The Frozen Throne, led
up to a crossroads in my life. They became the basis
of one of the biggest decisions I‘ve made in my life.
The majority of the students from my school knew at
least vaguely or more precisely wanted to do after high
school. Law, economics, a half-year sabbatical to Australia before going to university. Some people didn‘t
know what they wanted to do, but just went for a university direction anyway. I knew that I wanted to try
to become a full-time Warcraft 3 player. I had learned
what I could do with 2 weeks of 24/7 practice from the
autumn school holiday which preceded CXG. I wanted
to see what I could do with a whole year. Didn‘t my dad
predict that one year would go on to be more than just
one? I tried to convince my parents (and possibly, tried
to convince myself) that I‘d really only take one year off
from my studies and would go to university when I was
19. I never could have imagined I would go on to win
two world championships that year.
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„Passion, dedication, friendship and the best
time of our lives. That is eSport!“
Tobias Scholz

Finally a book about eSports with stories of players like Manuel Schenkhuizen, Alessandro Avallone, journalists like
Frank Fields, Jonas Gebhardt, scientists like Christian Scholz, Emma Witkowski, managers like Dario Salice, David
Hiltscher and many more eSport people.
Stories about Ireland, Belgium, first tournament experiences, the federations in eSport, stories about the failure of the
ESWC, eSport as a scientific field, memories over the CPL 2004 and many more stories
Additional to many pictures about eSport, which catch the emotion and the feeling of eSport events all around the world.
The eSports Yearbook is the first book of its kind with stories from people in eSport for people in eSport and with the
target to share the passion and fascination of eSport and its culture.

